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Awards

A panel of three archivists independent of the journal’s Editorial Board presents the 
Margaret Cross Norton and New Author awards for articles appearing in a two-year 
(four-issue) cycle. The Norton Award was established in 1985 to honor Margaret Cross 
Norton, a legendary pioneer in the American archival profession and the first state archi-
vist of Illinois. The award recognizes the author of what is judged to be the best article 
in the previous two years of Archival Issues and consists of a certificate and $250. The 
New Author award was instituted in 1993 to recognize superior writing by previously 
unpublished archivists, and may be awarded to practicing archivists who have not had 
article-length writings published in professional journals, or to students in an archival 
education program. Up to two awards may be presented in a single cycle. 

Margaret Cross Norton Award
The winner of the Margaret Cross Norton Award, given to the author of the best 

article published by any author in volumes 29 and 30, was Joel Wurl, for his article, 
“Ethnicity as Provenance: In Search of Values and Principles for Documenting the 
Immigrant Experience,” in volume 29:1. In making the award, the committee noted that 
the article will become a classic in the field because he used his personal experience 
to write an essay challenging archivists to rethink provenance for ethnic archives in 
which stewardship replaces custodianship.
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New Author Award
For the New Author Award, which recognizes superior writing by previously un-

published archivists, the committee chose Colleen McFarland, for her article, “Docu-
menting Teaching and Learning: Practices, Attitudes, and Opportunities in College 
and University Archives,” in volume 29:1. The committee found the article was both 
interesting and provocative about an area that is relatively unknown to archivists, the 
scholarship of teaching and learning. It reminds archivists to look beyond the walls 
of scholarship to enhance understanding of areas we are trying to document and by 
proposing a new strategy for documenting teaching and learning. 
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APPRAIsIng U.s. gEOLOgICAL sURvEY 
sCIEnCE RECORDs

By	JoHN	L.	FAUNdEEN

AbStRAct: The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) Earth Resources Observation and 
Science (EROS) Center has legislative charters to preserve and make accessible land 
remote sensing records important to the United States. This essay explains the appraisal 
process developed by EROS to ensure the science records it holds and those offered to 
it align with those charters. The justifications behind the questions employed to weed 
and to complement the EROS archive are explained along with the literature reviewed 
supporting their inclusion. Appraisal results are listed by individual collection and 
include the recommendations accepted by EROS management.

background

The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) Earth Resources Observation and Science 
(EROS) Center was created in 1972 to acquire, preserve, and provide access to the 
American Landsat satellite images. In addition, EROS acquired aerial photographs 
taken since the 1930s and satellite photographs imaged by the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration (NASA) missions. These images exist electronically or on 
film. The film types include black-and-white panchromatic, natural color, black-and-
white infrared, and color infrared. The digital data total over one petabyte in volume, 
and the film archive occupies over 100,000 rolls of varying dimensions. More than 16 
million images, captured worldwide, are managed. Before EROS’s appraisal process 
became a standard practice in 2005, EROS was maintaining 78 collections that de-
scribed the earth. EROS recognizes its mission as a public archive to preserve earth 
science records to meet future science and societal needs with an emphasis on land 
remote sensing images through the creation of a consistent and objective process to 
manage the archive.

Need for Appraisals

Many organizations offer their collections to EROS because it has a charter to acquire, 
preserve, and provide access to large volumes of earth observation data. This charter 
includes the Land Remote Sensing Policy Act of 1992, which directs the secretary of 
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the interior to “provide for long-term storage, maintenance, and upgrading of a basic, 
global, land remote sensing data set” and to “follow reasonable archival practices to 
assure proper storage and preservation of the basic data set and timely access for par-
ties requesting data.” The legislation went on to suggest that consideration be given 
to “data which may be duplicative in terms of geographical coverage but which differ 
in terms of season, spectral bands, resolution, or other relevant factors.”1 The archival 
responsibility portion of the legislation was delegated to the USGS and further to 
EROS. The legislation also established the National Satellite Land Remote Sensing Data 
Archive, which is a permanent archive of observational records of the earth. Typically, 
all U.S. federal records of long-term value, whether science or administrative, become 
part of the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA). This legislation, 
somewhat unique to federal agencies, dictates that the records forming this archive are 
to be permanently maintained by the USGS. More recently, the U.S. National Space 
Policy of 2006 reinforced this role by declaring “the Director of the U.S. Geological 
Survey, shall collect, archive, process, and distribute land surface data to the United 
States Government and other users and determine operational requirements for land 
surface data.”2

With such a charter, many organizations offer their collections to EROS. Their 
reasons vary from a commitment to see their records properly taken care of to want-
ing to eliminate their records management responsibilities and costs. Requests from 
external sources occur several times a year. While we did possess general acceptance 
guidelines that were first established in the 1980s, they were often not followed, which 
led to several collections being accepted over the last 30 years that perhaps should 
not have been. In essence, we did not have an adequate means to say “no” to an offer.

This century has also seen operational budgets decline for many U.S. federal civilian 
agencies. Around 2003 to 2004 EROS senior management held discussions of how 
scarce resources should be applied. With our archives growing in size, our management 
questioned whether we possessed the right collections. Smaller budgets reinforced the 
need to review our holdings, confirm that resources were being spent on the collections 
that match our mission, and dispose of ones we no longer planned to support.

A series of reorganizations from 2002 to 2006 at the agency headquarters and 
EROS levels also had the effect of leaving some collections without programmatic 
sponsorship. Referred to internally as “orphans,” these collections continue to have 
records management requirements but possess no base of support. These data needed 
to be evaluated based on their uniqueness and societal needs, then either integrated 
into or weeded from the archive. Many collections existed within boxes sitting on 
pallets. Little intellectual control had been obtained, leaving them undiscoverable and 
of questionable value. Several orphan collections were identified that were taking up 
valuable archive space, and no acknowledged sponsor was willing to make the records 
accessible and usable.

Last, a federal archive advisory committee, called the National Satellite Land Remote 
Sensing Data Archive Advisory Committee, was established to provide advice on our 
archival practices. The Land Remote Sensing Policy Act of 1992 specifically directed 
the Department of the Interior to seek advice from records management experts and 
experienced users of remotely sensed collections.The committee provided specific 
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recommendations on collections that EROS should acquire and those it should dispose 
of.3 The committee also provided criteria we could use to evaluate collections. Unfor-
tunately, we lacked procedures necessary to adequately carry out those recommenda-
tions. This disconnect was the result of the lack of review processes being in place.

A New Approach taken

Institutions not managing science records can relate to at least some of the factors 
outlined above. Those factors led us to develop appraisal procedures from which we 
could provide documentation showing how our decisions were made. Collections that 
had resided in our facility for several decades were disposed of and ended up in institu-
tions that have the mission and the desire to preserve them and provide access to them.

This effort began by doing literature searches on appraisal methods being em-
ployed elsewhere. The work presented by Frank Boles provided an excellent history 
of appraisal techniques and theories.4 The methodologies discussed did not directly 
address science records, so all strategies, even those used primarily for administrative 
or physical artifacts, were examined. The literature search made clear the importance 
of adherence to one’s institutional mission. Barbara Craig used the example of the 
Concordia University Archives selection for reformatting audiovisual materials, which 
included the question, “Does the document relate to the mission statement?”5 Robert 
Chen presented the Socioeconomic Data and Applications Center selection criteria for 
appraisal of long-term archive data. The eight main criteria included “Relevance to 
LTA [long-term archive] Mission,” which stated the data “currently endorsed or ap-
proved by community interested in human interactions with the environment.”6 Based 
on the widespread use of mission statements in appraisal procedures, this became an 
important piece of our process. 

Closely linked to the mission statement, but often more specific, were the numer-
ous references to incorporating collection policies as part of an appraisal process. The 
Wisconsin Historical Records Advisory Board formalized a best practice on collection 
policies called Creating a Collection Development Policy for Historical Records. This 
work states: “Each institution, no matter how large or how small, must decide which 
records to actively collect, which records to accept if offered for donation, and which 
records to decline. A written collecting policy is an important tool that will help you 
make these decisions.”7 The National Archives of Scotland (NAS) published its Policy 
on Selection of Government Records, stating, “The increase in quantities of government 
records produced from the 1970s onwards requires the NAS to introduce a stringent 
selection policy.”8 Under the topic of appraisal, the Archives Association of Ontario 
includes the guidance, “All records in your holdings should reflect your mandate and 
should be created by or pertain directly to your organization.”9 These endorsements 
led EROS to create a collection policy for the first time in its more than 35-year history. 
Thus, while the archival literature may not have provided direct, actionable guidance 
for the problems EROS faced, it did provide an important incentive and also helped 
frame many of the areas that were eventually included in the policy. The new policy 
has been instrumental in guiding both potential donors and EROS.
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In addition to relying upon our mission statement and establishing a collection policy, 
EROS determined that a formal appraisal process was needed to evaluate both our cur-
rent collections and those offered to us. Because our collections are science related, we 
wanted to involve scientists who had direct or related experience with the collections 
being reviewed. Our science staff and senior management supported this strategy. As 
Larry Hackman and Joan Warnow-Blewett point out, “most archival repositories make 
their appraisal/acquisition decisions without substantial and systematic consultation 
with records creators, users, other experts and especially parties whose interests might 
be affected by disposition decisions.”10 Their sentiments supported our approach to 
include scientists in the appraisal process. These scientists are directly affected by the 
outcomes of the appraisals, so their inclusion has been a critical component.

Description of the USGS EROS Appraisal Process

Each collection reviewed has an established appraisal team. In addition to the 
scientists, each team is led by the archivist and includes records management staff 
responsible for compiling facts and opinions of collections. At least four documents 
are generated per appraisal: the records appraisal tool output, which captures what is 
known about a collection; a summary presentation; an archivist’s recommendation 
memo; and a memo from senior management indicating acceptance or rejection of the 
archivist’s recommendation. The emphasis upon documentation is intended to help 
justify the decisions that are made and to assist in potential reappraisals.

The records appraisal tool output is based upon a list of 45 questions obtained 
from literature searches and our past experience accepting collections. The ques-
tions are arranged into “Mission Alignment,” “Access and Distribution,” “Additional 
Characteristics,” “Physical Characteristics,” “Metadata Characteristics,” “Economic 
Characteristics,” and “Film Characteristics” sections. As mentioned earlier, both our 
mission statement and collection policy were deemed important elements, and ques-
tions related to those appear in the “Mission Alignment” section. This section also 
asks how significant, different, or unique the records being reviewed are to the sci-
ence community served. Research significance is the first factor listed by NARA in 
its 2007 appraisal policy strategy. That strategy states: “The future research potential 
of records is the most difficult variable to determine. Nevertheless, it is important to 
consider this question in making appraisal decisions.”11 NARA has explicit oversight for 
all U.S. federal agencies, so its comments are directly related to our efforts. F. Gerald 
Ham asks, “How significant are the subjects or topics documented in the records as 
defined through the repository acquisition policy?”12 Theodore Schellenberg affirms 
the importance of identifying records’ uniqueness by relaying, “The term ‘uniqueness’ 
as applied to information, means that the information contained in particular public 
records is not to be found in other documentary sources in as complete and as usable a 
form.”13 In a related vein, Barbara Reed asks “[how the records] relate to other records 
already in custody,”14 which underscores why we included a portion on significance 
or uniqueness in our appraisal process. Determining the significance of a record can 
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be subjective, but its uniqueness can often be demonstrated. This quality was found 
to be very useful in our appraisals. 

The “Access and Distribution” section begins by asking how the record’s authenticity, 
reliability, integrity, and usability can be determined. These concepts may overlap with 
other characteristics, but were included separately after reviewing the International 
Standards Organization (ISO)15 Records Management recommendation and noting 
how the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) 
explicitly included these principles. UNESCO’s 1984 work, The Archival Appraisal of 
Machine-Readable Records: A RAMP Study with Guidelines, predates the ISO recom-
mendation but has a clear point reinforcing the ISO recommendation. The UNESCO 
study states: “Scientific and technical data are selected for permanent preservation 
if they are unique, usable, and important. If these data are accurate, comprehensive, 
and complete, if they can and are likely to be applied to [a] wide variety of research 
problems, they can also be considered to have passed the test of usability.”16 The prin-
ciples of authenticity, reliability, integrity, and usability match well with our desire to 
understand where a collection has come from, what its current state or condition is, 
and how easy it is for researchers to find and use the collection. 

EROS also recognizes the importance of understanding any legal obligations involv-
ing collections, so information in that area that affects how the access to and distribution 
of a collection may occur is documented. Janet Gertz reinforces the need to understand 
legal implications while discussing preservation and digitization projects by asking two 
questions: “Do we have the legal right to create a digital version?” and “Do we have the 
legal right to disseminate it?”17 EROS has some experience with collections containing 
copyrights and realizes that, while our goal is to always strive for public domain status, 
we may need to understand complicated legal points involving collections. 

The “Additional Characteristics” section contains the most varied questions and 
begins with noting where the records fall on the earth and during what time periods. 
Both of these criteria are critical to understanding imagery of the earth. Our holdings 
are commonly used to determine what has changed and during what time period the 
change occurred. Knowing precisely where a record occurs on the earth and the date 
it was created supports this use. Who created the record and for what use adds context 
to the appraisal. F. Gerald Ham might call these the “functional characteristics.”18 As 
an example, aerial photographs originally created to update paper maps often serve 
secondary environmental and legal purposes because the original purpose entailed 
stringent collection procedures. Information collected in this section often provides 
more context, helping us get a better understanding of a collection.

Documenting the provenance of a collection provides additional context, but doing 
so can also help determine if any access or distribution issues need to be addressed. 
Determining the provenance may also lead to discovering other entities that possess 
the collection. Attentiveness to the mission of these entities could avoid duplication or 
lead to an agreement, resulting in research communities being better served.

The “Physical Characteristics” section covers such items as the levels of processing 
applied to the collection and opinions as to the best preservation level. Understanding 
any compression techniques used on electronic records and the naming convention 
of the individual files helps to gain intellectual control. Few sources in our literature 
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search included such factors, but Robert Chen’s “Technological Accessibility” (feasi-
bility) statement, “received in format meeting technical criteria for the Service Level 
designated for the resource,”19 may relate to some of these physical characteristics 
that we have found to be important. Grasping the physical volume and condition of a 
collection is key to understanding the magnitude of the work involved in accepting or 
maintaining a collection. The media a collection resides on may require immediate 
preservation work or entail significant effort to provide reasonable access.

While these questions can apply to multiple media, they have been particularly im-
portant to us regarding electronic records. To date, EROS has employed migration to 
preserve electronic records. The questions addressed in the “Physical Characteristics” 
section can significantly affect how preservation efforts are carried out.

The “Metadata Characteristics” section is based upon the knowledge that metadata 
provide the means for intellectual control and the foundation for our access activi-
ties. Some examples of the metadata fields include the acquisition or creation date, 
the latitude and longitude of the record, the amount of cloud cover present, and an 
overall quality (visual value expressed numerically) of the record. Not surprisingly, 
several sources specifically include metadata as part of their appraisal process. The 
National Geospatial Data Archive is made up of a consortium of universities and has 
the objective to form a network to archive geospatial data and imagery. Its “Collec-
tion Development Policy” has a section on metadata recommendations that states, 
“It is important to collect as much metadata as is feasible.”20 Many other sources use 
the word “documentation,” which may include metadata. Our intent is to capture the 
amount, quality, level, and availability of metadata, especially at the individual record 
level. Support for ISO and Federal Geographic Data Committee metadata standards is 
our goal. Whether the metadata are available in an electronic form is also important, 
because that will affect our ability to provide full and complete access to a collection. 
Our reliance upon metadata is extensive, to the point that we consider some records to 
be nearly useless without them. To illustrate this point, consider discovering a picture 
taken from an airplane. Without knowing when it was taken, where it was taken, on what 
type of film, and other important information, the picture has primarily aesthetic value.

The “Economic Characteristics” section attempts to identify program sponsors 
who would be expected to provide long-term preservation and access support and to 
estimate costs for accessioning, deaccessioning, processing, preservation, and access 
activities. Annual maintenance costs are sought, too, so that a more complete financial 
obligation can be part of the decision to retain or accept a collection. Formal rough 
orders of magnitude estimates can be done, but often the expense to do these falls 
outside our budget limitations. While certainly not as useful, the relative terms of high, 
medium, and low cost are substituted, especially in areas in which we have significant 
experience. An example would be in making a collection accessible, which is part of 
our legislative charters. Our experience relates directly to the perceived level of effort 
required to process metadata for finding aids. 

Cost as an appraisal factor was listed by many sources. Frank Boles and Julie 
Marks Young developed an extensive Costs-of-Retention Module that included the 
categories of storage, processing, conservation, and reference.21 Several sources also 
used phrases like the “feasibility of maintaining” in their approaches. F. Gerald Ham 
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specifically suggested doing a cost-benefit analysis.22 Clearly, cost should be addressed 
in some fashion. While the USGS agrees with and includes cost information as much 
as possible, it has found this area to be the hardest to address. Conducting complete 
cost-benefit analysis on the accessioning, deaccessioning, processing, preservation, 
and access elements of a collection is typically beyond the means of the appraisal team.

The final section, “Film Characteristics,” is used for collections that exist on film 
or paper media. It is important for us to understand the film generation, whether 
it is black-and-white versus color-infrared, the amount of cloud cover present, and 
whether the records exist on a roll or are separate frames. We also want to know if 
any scratches, tears, or dirt is present on the film. Lastly, any information about the 
storage environment, such as the temperature and humidity levels, could assist us in 
preservation planning for the collection.

Our Results
Since 2005, EROS has appraised 41 science collections that were under its man-

agement or offered to the agency. About 40 percent of those appraisals resulted in 
recommendations to dispose of or to not accept the collection. This is a huge cultural 
change for an organization that had previously accepted data with little rigor, often 
with little or no documentation. Table 1 lists the collections appraised and the recom-
mendations put forward to our senior management, along with summarized reasons 
for the recommendations. To date, our management has endorsed all of the recom-
mendations put forward.

Table 1. List of USGS EROS science collections appraised

Collection Name Recommendation

Apollo Photography Dispose

Shuttle Hand-Held Photography Dispose

Gemini Photography Retain

Large Format Camera Photography Retain

Purdue/Environmental Research Institute of Michigan 
Helicopter Photography Retain

Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) 10-
Day Global Composites Retain

Shuttle Imaging Radar A-Band Images Dispose

AVHRR Level 0 Stitched Orbital Segments Retain

Shoreline Mask Retain

Land-Sea Mask Retain

AVHRR Single Scenes Retain

AVHRR 7- & 14-Day Conterminous U.S. Composites Retain
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Collection Name Recommendation

AVHRR 7- & 14-Day Alaska Composites Retain

AVHRR Northern Great Plains Composites Retain

1990 Conterminous U.S. Land Cover Images Retain

Conterminous U.S. & Alaska Companion CD-ROM Dispose

1990 Conterminous U.S. Land Cover Prototype CD-ROM Dispose

AVHRR 1-KM 10-Day North America Composites Dispose

AVHRR Level 1-B Stitched Orbital Segments Dispose

AVHRR Global 1-KM NDVI June 1992 CD-ROM Dispose

Fish & Wildlife Service Region 3 Photo Packs Not Accept

Global Land Cover Test Sites Dispose

Aircraft Radar Multifunction (APQ-version 97) Images Retain

Landsat Return Beam Vidicon Film Retain

Bureau of Reclamation Aerial Photographs Not Accept

Shuttle Imaging Radar C-Band Images Retain

AVHRR Conterminous U.S. & Alaska CD-ROM Dispose

North American Land Characterization Images Retain

Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection 
Radiometer Images Retain

Slant Range Radar Images Retain

Side-Looking Airborne Radar Images Retain

Digital Orthophoto Quads Retain

Digital Raster Graphics Retain

Digital Line Graphs Retain

Digital Elevation Model Tiles Dispose

1986–1998 French SPOT Satellite Images Retain

NASA Skylab Photography Retain

USGS Paper Maps and Imagery Retain

Digital Orthophoto Quad County Products Dispose

ARC Digitized Raster Graphics Dispose

Controlled Image Base Graphics Dispose
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Realizing that many of these collections will not be recognizable and that the rationale 
leading to the recommendations would be useful, several case studies are presented 
from the completed appraisals.

case Study 1: Apollo Photography

The NASA Apollo film collection at USGS EROS included 85 rolls, or 25,842 pho-
tographs, from missions beginning in April 1968 and ending in July 1975. For reasons 
we have not been able to discover, photographs from various missions in that date range 
were not provided to USGS EROS. A major justification for the USGS to originally 
obtain the collection from NASA was the belief in the 1970s that the Apollo collection 
would enhance our holdings of earth imagery. NASA was interested in providing the 
collection to the USGS for distribution purposes, as our infrastructure was better able 
to serve researchers and the public.

Through the documentation phase of the appraisal it was discovered that NASA 
had provided around 20 copies of the Apollo photographs to various organizations, 
including the USGS. These copies were considered second-generation, with the NASA 
originals being the best or first-generation. Most of the photographs covered the moon 
or space with the frames showing the earth not being very detailed and lacking suf-
ficient geographic information to be easily incorporated into on-line finding aids. The 
EROS second-generation copy was in good shape with preservation costs considered 
to be minimal, but the research demand had been almost nonexistent due primarily 
to few researchers realizing the USGS possessed space-looking photography. That 
confusion was understandable as the USGS EROS mission is to serve researchers 
seeking information about the land portions of the earth. Much of this collection was 
outward, space looking. So, while this collection had significant space-based research 
importance and intrinsic value to our nation, it did not fit well with our institutional 

Figure 1. Apollo photographs. These two images are typical of the Apollo collec-
tion. Note the view of the entire earth on the left, which provides little information 
to our agency for land-based research. The image on the right is taken form the 
moon looking back to the partial earth. Again, it does not contain much informa-
tion for our uses. 
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mission. NASA was the creator of the collection and still possessed the original film. 
Other organizations also continued to provide copies of the collection to requestors. 
Based on metadata challenges, the lack of science support, a better generation still 
being maintained by the creator, and multiple copies in existence, the collection was 
disposed of, with NASA’s concurrence, to a university that had expressed interest and 
had an institutional mission to serve space-based photographs.

case Study 2: Large Format camera Photography

The NASA Large Format Camera payload consisted of a camera system mounted 
inside the Space Shuttle Challenger cargo bay for mission STS 41-G. The film magazine 
contained five different types of 9-by-18-inch film, including color infrared, natural 
color, and three types of black-and-white film. The mission acquired 2,135 frames 
of photography between October 5 and October 13, 1984. The camera used in this 
project was described as a wide-angle cartographic instrument designed to produce 
stereoscopic photography producing scales of photography between 1:1,213,000 and 
1:783,600. Approximately 60 percent of the photos had relatively low cloud cover, 
which made them more usable, but around 30 percent of the frames were considered 
to be either out of focus or contain vibration smear.

The scientist reviewing this collection believed that the images both complemented 
and supplemented our other holdings. Based upon the scientist’s recommendation, 
strong alignment to our institutional mission, the overall good condition of the film, 
the fact that the collection contains some areas on the earth that are not covered by 
any other collection, and the fact that USGS EROS has the original film and a second-
generation backup, the recommendation to retain the collection was put forward. 

Figure 2. Large Format Camera photographs. Both of these images contain large 
amounts of land-based information, including glacier locations and extents as well 
as drainage patterns and terrain information. The image on the left covers part 
of the Himalayas while the one on the right includes a portion of the Red Sea.
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case Study 3: Digital Orthophoto Quads

A digital orthophoto quadrangle (DOQ) is created by scanning a photograph taken 
by a plane and removing the distortion associated with the camera. These records were 
created by the USGS between 1987 and 2006 to update topographic maps. With the 
distortions removed, many secondary uses such as base maps for geographic informa-
tion systems, urban transportation planning, and emergency route delineation have 
overshadowed the original use. The coverage area includes the 48 conterminous U.S. 
states and a small amount of Alaska and Hawaii.

Complete metadata exist in electronic form, and a programmatic sponsor continues 
to support all preservation and access needs for the collection. The records match the 
mission of EROS well by providing consistent earth observations similar to our other 
holdings. Based upon those findings, a recommendation to retain the collection was 
supported. 

Figure 3. Digital Orthophoto Quads. These images also reveal a significant amount 
of land-based information. Urban density, transportation patterns, waterways, and 
water-borne sedimentation are easily visible. The image on the left is of Chicago, 
with downtown St. Louis on the right.

Work Ahead

The appraisal process developed and employed by USGS EROS since 2005 has 
evolved through our experience of applying the technique to scientific records, which 
had little note in the literature searches conducted. Prior to that time, little rigor or 
documentation was found justifying why some collections were initially accepted. 
The intention is to use the appraisal process for all of our existing collections as well 
as those offered to us.

The on-line tool used to gather information about collections undergoes an annual 
review by pertinent staff. Our Collection Policy has also been updated to reflect cur-
rent direction from our management. Because of the subjective nature of appraisals, 
we continue to seek means that document and justify our decisions.
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Figure 4. On-line tool. A portion of the Records Appraisal Tool containing some 
of the questions from the “Mission Alignment” section is portrayed. The site is 
located at http://eros.usgs.gov/government/ratool/view_questions.php.

Summary

The USGS EROS Scientific Records Appraisal Process developed from the need to be 
accountable to our mission and advisory committee recommendations and to respond 
to declining budgets, reorganizations, and many requests for archive services. As 
Ross Harvey states, “an appraisal or selection policy that clearly sets out the processes 
and the basis for making selection decisions is necessary.”23 Several of the appraisal 
elements discovered in literature searches were directly incorporated into the USGS 
EROS appraisal process. Our procedures now allow us to better defend our retention 
decisions while providing foundations from which reappraisals can occur in the future. 
And while Terry Eastwood notes that “nothing can or ever will be completely certain 
in the exercise of appraisal,”24 we could consider, as Robert Sink proposes, to agree 
on the process of appraisal from which shared experiences can occur.25 Verne Harris 
states that “appraisal is an impossible challenge. But they [archivists] tackle it with 
passion, believing in the impossible.”26 While appraisal is certainly a challenging area, 
much hinges upon our decisions, making it worthy of our fervent attention.

About the Author: John Faundeen is the archivist for the U.S. Geological Survey’s 
Earth Resources Observation and Science Center. The author would like to thank Chris 
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Appendix A – continued



FROm WHITE gLOvEs TO WHITE 
COATs: A CALL FOR PARTnERsHIP 

BETWEEn ARCHIvIsTs AnD HOARDIng 
PsYCHOLOgIsTs

By	LEAH	BRoAddUS

AbStRAct: With a wary eye on future expectations for American archives and ar-
chivists, this article examines informal appraisal and selection evaluations in society 
at large through the prism of hoarding psychology. With examples of self-storage 
and E-mail hoarding trends culled from popular news sources, and calling attention 
to psychological studies revealing that clinical compulsive hoarders make “normal” 
appraisal judgments but over-inclusive selection decisions, this article posits that a 
study of hoarding therapies might benefit archivists who rely in part on the retention 
decisions of creators and collectors.

When it comes to selecting materials, modern archivists are frequently called on 
to separate proverbial “wheat” from wheat, “chaff” aside. There seems to be an ever-
increasing need to be more selective as budgets for staff and available storage space 
shrink. The art of appraisal may be codified in local policies and professional literature, 
with roughly hewn rubrics of “value” dependent upon form, function, association, 
context, or intrinsic qualities for many collecting areas, and an appraisal task may 
even be outsourced to a subject specialist or colleague. But selection ultimately relies 
on individual human evaluative responses.1

Since the beginning of the twentieth century, archivists have debated their role as 
records selectors and appraisers, rather than strictly records retainers, and as active 
instead of passive collectors. They have reconsidered and rearranged many collecting 
and appraisal concepts. The fundamental building blocks of those concepts have been 
the shared social/psychological ideas of the communal value of objects, the biases of 
records retainers and organizers, the nature of the future human need for records, 
and the past experience of archivists with the completeness or incompleteness of the 
historical record. Because sociocultural and psychological undertones underlie the big 
archival questions, a useful intersection might be found between archival selection 
theory and the social science and psychology of individuals who are hoarders. Psy-
chological research in this realm, while not yet extensive, can be of use to archivists, 
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both as an aid to understanding and directing retention trends in the public at large 
and in developing personal strategies for making selections post appraisal, defending 
the selections, and learning to predict changing values over time.

Compulsive hoarding is the opposite of the ideal that most archivists hold of their 
selection processes, but its symptoms trace the boundaries of what every archives must 
confront daily. Psychologists Randy Frost and Rachel Gross first described compulsive 
hoarding as “acquisition of and failure to discard possessions that appear to be useless 
or of limited value.”2 Three years later, Frost and Tamara Hartl amended the definition 
to limit it by two crucial additional elements: “(2) living spaces sufficiently cluttered 
so as to preclude activities for which those spaces were designated; and (3) significant 
distress or impairment in functioning caused by the hoarding.”3 Similarly, the modern 
mission of the archivist has evolved from merely collecting to explicit statements about 
the responsibility to organize records and make what is collected accessible. 

What Have We been Keeping?

According to the hoarding model, the decision point that separates hoarding from 
archival collecting might be how much of what should be saved can in fact reasonably 
be saved and made accessible. In the archival world, just as in society at large, col-
lecting “everything” is not necessarily hoarding under this model. While it may seem 
inherently excessive to save everything that ever belonged to a contemporary person, 
or anything that might tell a story about a contemporary organization, there are obvi-
ously some historical cases where the records are so significant that it is appropriate 
and might in fact provide a paradise for researchers. 

A hoarder is primarily called a “hoarder” because of a failure to fit the collected 
goods in an organized manner into his or her designated living space.4 The hoarder’s 
selection decision is only “wrong” insofar as it conflicts with the reality of the hoarder’s 
ongoing living conditions. If the would-be hoarder is a millionaire who has 40 homes 
to fill, it is not a clinical disorder for him or her to collect and organize the plenitude of 
items of whatever odd nature to fill them. However, when the houses are full, he or she 
must either buy another home, stop collecting, or weed the collections. If buying new 
homes begins to interfere with the financial ability to subsist, the collector may or may 
not potentially have a compulsive buying/acquisition habit, but it is not a compulsive 
hoarding habit unless he or she resorts to cluttering the existing spaces. In hoarding 
psychology, as in archives, it is a matter of weighing the frequently overlooked costs 
of saving against the potential retrospective costs of discarding. 

The archival community has been quick to realize that exclusively using cost-benefit 
methodologies to drive appraisal can cause problems. In some cases it can restrict 
underfunded or unpopular issues from garnering historical representation. But the 
other side of that coin is over-representation. A collection that might be appraised at 
low historical value may be “rescued” by the attachment of financial incentives from 
a small group or an individual.

For an example, consider the “time capsule” collection of iconic American artist Andy 
Warhol. According to an article by archivist and Warhol museum interim manager John 
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W. Smith in 1996, Andy Warhol’s famous time capsule boxes were originally “used 
to simplify a move from Warhol’s studio at 33 Union Square West to a new location 
at 860 Broadway.”5 That was in 1974. 

Warhol did not stop filling time capsules until he died in 1987. Over those thirteen 
years, he time-capsuled, or “cleared from his desk on a regular basis”6 into boxes labeled 
by date, an estimated 300,000 to 500,000 objects. Because Warhol was, apart from these 
collections, an artist and pop-art icon, the boxes will no doubt continue to be retained 
and organized for research, and likely at a very high cost to the institution that houses 
them. According to the archivist who curates the time capsule box collection, it would 
take “four people working full-time for fifty years” to finish inventorying the boxes.7 

That is, four careers of four people will be spent documenting thirteen years of the 
single career of another. The contents, while often of very little value individually, are 
appraised at a higher value by society due to their association with a collector of great 
importance, whose work as an artist was tied closely to his collecting habits. Warhol’s 
estate, artwork, popularity, and name recognition together generate resources and funds 
sufficient to reasonably support nonexclusive selection of materials.

There is no guarantee that funding for one collection or activity, like Warhol’s, would, 
if circumstances were different, be made available for the preservation of other col-
lections or activities. So any potential social “harm” done by inserting a well-funded 
hoard into the collective historical record is difficult to specify in purely financial terms.

Where Have We Kept It?

According to a summary of two sets of survey data offered in College and University 
Archives: Readings in Theory and Practice, backlogs in most archives are steadily 
growing.8 With each passing year, more material is coming in than is being processed. 
Training a population of record creators to recognize and organize the most potentially 
significant material in their own collections prior to archival acquisition is thus time 
well spent. For a profession still firm in its respect for “original order,” some selec-
tion and arrangement decisions are already in the hands of creators. A certain level 
of meaningful organization has traditionally been assumed as the norm, and archives 
are staffed according to that paradigm.

But if hoarding behaviors in society at large increase, this could result in greater 
pressures for archives to retain a less selective, less discriminate proportion of society’s 
contemporary records. If some sorting and culling is not done well before collections 
are brought to the archives, the ratio of staff to materials can quickly get out of control. 

As evidence of the population’s increasing need to retain more and more, one need 
only look to the self-storage industry, the unofficial personal archives of the nation. The 
Self Storage Association’s “Self Storage Industry Fact Sheet” for 2007 boasts that “it 
took the self storage industry more than 25 years to build its first billion square feet of 
space” but that “it added the second billion square feet in just 8 years (1998–2005).”9 

According to a New York Times article by Suzanne Gannon, “11 million American 
households currently rent storage space, an increase of 90 percent since 1995.”10 
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Among the other interesting facts given on the “Self Storage Industry Fact Sheet” are 
the following:11 

• “fastest-growing sector of the United States commercial real estate industry over 
the period of the last 30 years.” 

• “83.9 percent of all US counties . . . have at least one ‘primary’ self storage facility.”
• “There are 6.86 sq. ft. of self storage for every man woman and child in the na-

tion; thus it is physically possible that every American could stand—all at the 
same time—under the total canopy of self storage roofing.”

• “1 in 10 US households . . . currently rent a self storage unit.” 
There could be many explanations for the increase in the need to maintain belong-

ings in self-storage units. It could be that the simple fact of increased mobility and 
increased rates of divorce/marriage or other family adjustments is enough to account 
for most of the space increases. “The demand drivers of storage are events that occur in 
people’s lives—lifestyle changes such as births and deaths and marriages and divorces 
and business expansion and business contraction.”12 Renting one space may also act 
as a “gateway” to renting others.13 It could be that individuals believe archives do not 
adequately preserve enough of their collections. Or it could be a subtle shift in the 
appraisal-selection rubric of the community at large—a decrease in the psychological 
ability to make space-conscious selection decisions founded on individual appraisals. 

How can We Keep It Up?

It is not only physical storage of paper and artifacts that has costs. Electronic 
document storage also has costs. As David Bearman pointed out in 1989, the costs of 
infinite retention are equally infinite. Bearman argued that archivists must eventually 
“develop tactics for requiring offices to keep adequate documentation, rather than try-
ing to review what they have kept to locate an adequate record.”14 The issue of E-mail 
retention is instructive of the need for such tactics. 

At a recent presentation, Daniel W. Jones from Honda America Manufacturing spoke 
about a successful E-mail records retention system that used the approach Bearman 
described. The instructional focus of the presentation was not the technology used to 
store the E-mails themselves, or the selection criteria used by the records manager, but 
rather the innovative methods by which the corporation was able to train, compel, and 
enforce its constituents’ engagement in creator-driven sorting of personal incoming 
and outgoing E-mails on a scheduled basis. It was not so much the E-mail management 
technology that must be improved that fueled the Honda representative’s presentation, 
but rather the assertion that the human beings who created and received the documents 
needed to be trained and motivated to make retention decisions supportable by the space 
limitations that meet the functional/legal/historical requirements of the institution.15

The same is true of the excellent Preservation of Electronic Mail Collaboration 
Initiative (EMCAP)16 schema developed with funding by the National Historical Pub-
lications and Records Commission (NHPRC), which makes it possible for archivists 
to parse and store individual E-mail accounts. Following this schema, with minimal 
training, contemporary E-mail account holders sort and designate their own individual 
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E-mails as “historical” before they are electronically turned over to the archivist for 
management and preservation.

Institutional archives that actively collect contemporary material are already con-
fronting the issues that surround other kinds of digital-born documents and records. 
Institutional digital repositories have not yet become the primary storage space for 
digital-born records, though they have made strides with academic drafts, article 
manuscripts, and subject-specific projects.17 But the bulk of electronic record storage 
spaces consist of scattered servers, hard drives, and temporary storage devices with 
little built-in metadata. The costs of maintaining those massive, unselective collections 
of digitized or born-digital material have only begun to manifest themselves. 

In many public offices and state-supported institutions, the ultimate cost of un-
selective storage schemes for digital-born records may be heavy for the archives that 
inherit these documents, however microscopic these documents may physically be. A 
Missouri study found “that it could cost more than $1 million to keep backup copies 
of the hundreds of thousands of e-mails that get sent and received daily by govern-
ment workers . . . plus around $250,000 a year to maintain [them].”18 Some criticized 
the use of state funds for E-mail retention and wanted to know if the state was being 
responsible about deleting irrelevant E-mails. But others, for understandable political 
reasons, believed that the state should retain everything indefinitely, in order to avoid 
violating the state public records laws or recoloring history.19 Government documents, 
clearly, are a distinct case, but the habit of storing E-mail indefinitely is pervasive. If 
the average creator and personal records manager does not tag and sort digital records 
or cull non-records on an ongoing basis, both the size of the task and the cost of do-
ing either weeding or sorting at the archival stage will simply continue to mount in a 
manner disproportionate to the number of archivists.

Enter the therapists

Dr. Randy Frost has coauthored two clinician’s manuals for working with hoarding 
patients. For an archivist, they are interesting to read not so much for the clinical aspects 
as for the social and introspective ones because our jobs compel us to collect to the 
very verge of our means, and frequently a little beyond. The first, Buried in Treasures, 
is written for use as a patient’s workbook. The second, Compulsive Hoarding and 
Acquiring, is more distinctly a manual for clinicians, with added sections covering 
common traits and behaviors to identify with patients, along with strategies that have 
been used to attempt redress. 

Psychologists currently recommend “cognitive-behavioral therapy,” a hands-on ac-
tive learning method for dealing with possessions.20 Therapies for hoarders focus on:

• establishing strict patterns of physical practice (if foreseeable storage space is 
limited, ongoing acquisition must be exponentially limited in relation);

• improving problem-solving skills and pattern-recognition (broadening organiz-
ing and sorting categories);

• establishing psychological safeguards against overextending one’s emotional 
responsibilities with regard to objects. 
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The clinician generally visits the home of the patient during the hands-on therapeutic 
organizing project approach, but the clinician does not actually take part in the sorting 
and does not touch the patient’s possessions. From the hoarder’s perspective, with no 
functional inventory of materials there is the constant fear that something may be lost. 
Nothing can be moved or changed without fear of harm. In turn, nothing can be sorted 
or categorized. It is impossible to create a functional intellectual inventory because 
no summarizable order can be preserved or created physically. The effect is circular. 
The task of sorting grows, but simultaneously it becomes more difficult to identify 
categories, context, and relevance, or to allow others to touch or use (and even help 
sort) the possessions. “Most people with hoarding problems are extremely concerned 
about others discarding possessions without consulting them.”21 The collector alone 
holds the vague sense of the history and identity of each item, and he or she holds it 
by a tenuous, tangled thread so that he or she cannot allow others to assist with untan-
gling. All items are retained awaiting a decision from the single master, and the single 
master is materially overwhelmed. 

Without a sufficient ratio of archives staff to records creators, archivists can face a 
similar scenario. Archivists must provide responsible public access to incoming and 
backlogged materials. They must frequently do so with insufficient or untrained staff 
support. A cumulative state of disorganization in a large institution can be remark-
ably similar to that which a hoarder might cultivate, along with its circular burden of 
isolation.

According to Frost and Hartl, the “hoarder and the non-hoarder may judge the 
probability of future need for a possession the same, but the hoarder concludes that 
the possession should be saved.”22 Many hypotheses are offered to explain this. Most 
center around concepts of indecisiveness, perfectionism—“in particular the Concern 
Over Mistakes dimension of perfectionism”—or an habitual avoidance of “the deci-
sion required when discarding a possession,” and “the worry that a mistake had been 
made when something was discarded.”23 For this reason, therapy specifically includes 
techniques for dealing with perfectionism and the fear of making mistakes or failing 
to evaluate the changing value of a possession over time in a manner consistent with 
current experience, curbing a patient’s “all or nothing” and “catastrophizing” thoughts 
and helping pinpoint the specific detailed realities of a given fear. The patient is directed 
to ask things like “Would it really be awful? Would you never be able to recover if you 
made a mistake?” along with experiments in purposefully making actual mistakes or 
behaving mildly irresponsibly and measuring the organizational outcomes.24 

Though the hoarding researchers had some difficulty in eliciting specific feared 
outcomes from the bulk of the subjects during hoarding studies, some of the individual 
observations may have a familiar ring to archivists:

• “The belief by the hoarder that the value of possessions changes over time. That 
is, although it may not be considered valuable at the present time, it may be so in 
a week or a month. Therefore, it is best not to throw anything away just in case 
it may be more valuable later.”25 

• “Hoarders seen [sic] to have a heightened sense of responsibility for being prepared 
to meet a future need. Each possessions [sic] is seen as having functional utility 
under certain circumstances. Although those circumstances may not pertain at 
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present, they may in the future. It is as though they have a solution, but no problem 
on which to use it. If the solution is discarded and the problem occurs, ‘harm’ has 
been done. It is this ‘harm’ that the compulsive hoarder seeks to avoid. The exact 
nature and severity of this ‘harm’ is diffuse and unspecified.”26 

For archivists, fears about changing value and utility over time are very much ap-
ropos. As Frank Boles, editor of Selecting and Appraising Archives and Manuscripts, 
observes, “some archivists quake at the challenge of selection. They fear they will 
make a mistake. They fear that by their hand some irreparable damage will be done.”27 

Because the harm done by archivists in particular is professional, often public, and 
always close at hand, fear of archival mistakes may never be overcome. It might be 
interesting to play out “archival errors” in an academic setting as part of the archival 
professional education in appraisal with real-life examples of mistake-recovery. Such 
exercises in specificity might curtail some of the struggles and alleviate some of the 
unpleasant and cumulated professional and social stresses that arise during selection 
decisions. As Boles notes, “Archivists assume responsibility for selection not because 
by doing so they can select a perfect representation of society, but rather because 
selection is a social necessity.”28

Looking Ahead

Even though hoarding tendencies and habits may be increasing in society at large, 
this is not to suggest that all hoards will reach the archives. Hoarding psychologists 
seek to help patients make sustainable lifetime collecting decisions without thoughts 
about the larger picture of history across generations. Not all hoards are eventually 
sorted. For example, though E-mails might be hoarded throughout a person’s career 
or some phase thereof, they may still be summarily dumped when the career or phase 
ends. As many archivists have seen, a friend, co-worker, or relative of the hoarder is 
often more inclined to “clear it all out” than to sort everything or to call in an archivist 
to survey a collection that is mostly trash. 

There is also evidence of an undercurrent of social stigma or spectacle attached to 
openly disorganized—or even just obsessive acquisition of—physical goods. Indeed, 
this has been a theme in popular nonfiction concerning book collectors who became 
obsessed with collecting for the sake of collecting, for example, A Gentle Madness 
by Nicholas Basbanes and The Man Who Loved Books Too Much by Allison Hoover 
Bartlett. Similarly the recent television documentary series Hoarders consists entirely 
of house visits and interviews with people who have surrounded themselves with pos-
sessions to the point where their homes are in danger of being condemned. But one 
wonders whether such extreme examples can also have the opposite effect, encouraging 
complacency by shifting the perceived median toward outliers or encouraging a routine 
of hoarding and dumping to avoid the shame of exposure. Might such complacency or 
opposing fear of stigma eventually also appear in archival institutions as archivists and 
financial supporters contemplate unprocessed backlogs and deaccessioning strategies?

Hoarding is harmful to the collective historical record. Habits of unselective reten-
tion and unselective destruction both take their toll. Archivists, though not inherently 
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hoarders themselves, might be able to apply some of the broad psychological hypoth-
eses on hoarding into hands-on sorting practice and exercises when working with 
records creators and collectors. Some knowledge of hoarding and hoarding therapies 
could bolster archivists’ ability to rally staff, volunteers, and even creators to sort 
those hoarded collections that must make it past the gates. Archivists might be able to 
tailor the way they present and define their collecting scope to researchers, students, 
support staff, volunteers, donors, or the general public. They might develop strategies 
that dissuade creators from hoarding and perhaps also protect archives from having 
to accession hoards. It would seem worthwhile to follow the studies of psychologists 
who seek insight into the processes of introducing, retrieving, and sustaining socially 
viable collecting habits in the population at large.

About the Author: Leah Broaddus is the university archivist at Southern Illinois 
University Carbondale’s Morris Library Special Collections Research Center. She is 
a graduate of the master’s of library science special collections program at Indiana 
University–Bloomington.
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“THREE LITTLE WORDs”:  
Is E-mAIL UnmAnAgEABLE?

By	CHAd	owEN

Abstract: In 2006, staff at the Public Records Division (PRD) of the Kentucky Depart-
ment of Libraries and Archives proposed a change to a statewide retention schedule for 
routine correspondence—proposing to eliminate inconsistency from statewide practice 
by removing three words from the retention period for “General Correspondence,” 
including E-mail. They recommended changing “Retain no longer than two years” to 
“Retain two years.” After more than a year of deliberation, delay, and training, PRD 
staff ultimately abandoned the attempt to change the schedule. The resistance to this 
change serves as a powerful illustration of the misconceptions held by those outside 
the archival and records management fields about records retention and disposition, the 
responsibility of the record creator for the management of the records he or she creates, 
and particularly the perception of E-mail as a manageable public record. It provides 
not only snapshot of a year in the life of Kentucky’s state records managers but also a 
broadly applicable portrait of attitudes toward record keeping in a modern bureaucracy. 

A well-developed record retention schedule is the backbone of a successful records 
management program, providing clear and consistent guidelines for the retention and 
disposition of records. No less an authority than Theodore Schellenberg named the 
promulgation of retention schedules the primary duty of records managers.1 A well-
constructed retention schedule for an entity acts as a value statement by defining 
which records document vital, enduring facets of its work and which records are more 
transitory in nature; by doing so, it ensures that those records with enduring value are 
properly preserved and unencumbered by a mass of less valuable records.2 For public 
agencies, the schedule also erects a framework of accountability, enumerating the 
records that must be maintained and made available to protect the public trust.

In the modern era of electronic records, end users nestled within a bureaucracy have 
a greater power than ever to create and destroy the records that will someday form 
the archival landscape of the future. If archivists and records managers are to be able 
to influence that landscape, understanding these attitudes toward record keeping will 
be a crucial first step. 
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background

Kentucky’s four million residents are served by a state government of approximately 
35,000 state workers, not to mention hundreds of thousands of public safety personnel, 
public school employees, and local government officials spread out among each of its 
120 counties. Responsibility for overseeing management of the records for Kentucky’s 
state and local government agencies is entrusted by statute to the Kentucky Department 
for Libraries and Archives (KDLA) in cooperation with the State Archives and Records 
Commission (SARC). The SARC is a seventeen-member body with representatives from 
the executive, legislative, and judicial branches of government as well as the Kentucky 
Library Association, the state universities and colleges, local government, and citizens 
at large. The commission is given statutory authority to “advise the Department for 
Libraries and Archives on matters relating to archives and records management” and 
“to review and approve schedules for retention and destruction of records submitted 
by state and local agencies.”3 To that end, since its inception in 1958, the SARC has 
adopted records schedules for specific agencies (numbering over 90 as of 2009) as well 
general record-retention schedules for state government writ large.4 

In early 2006, staff members of KDLA’s Public Records Division (PRD) detected 
a potential problem inherent in the General Schedule for State Agencies. At question 
was one record series in particular: Series M0002, General Correspondence, which 
encompassed messages in various media, including electronic mail, passing into and 
out of state agencies in the course of routine, day-to-day business, such as memos, no-
tices, and other routine types of material; the defined retention period for this schedule 
was “Retain no longer than two years.” This was meant to be a primary “workhorse” 
schedule, covering a huge proportion of the volume of records being generated in the 
course of state business: from inquiries to the Department of Agriculture regarding 
beekeeping schools to intra-agency memos from supervisors to employees to distrib-
ute routine tasks. M0002 was intended to provide for accountability within the state 
bureaucracy by defining these records in the schedule while still allowing state per-
sonnel to destroy them after both their administrative usefulness and their relevance 
to protecting the public interest had passed.

Separate from M0002 General Correspondence was schedule M0001 for Official 
Correspondence, defined as a record series documenting “the major activities, orga-
nization functions, history, and programs of an agency and the events involving the 
formulation, evolution, and ultimate announcement of agency policy.” The intent of the 
M0001 series was to document the activities of each public agency that have permanent 
legal or historical value. These records would be transferred to the State Archives 
for permanent retention after their administrative value had ceased. While schedule 
M0001 notes that “official correspondence is typically created by the upper-level 
administrative staff of an agency,” such correspondence could and did take the same 
form as other transient, nonpermanent correspondence: the schedule recognizes that 
official correspondence with a permanent retention period could be sent and received 
via E-mail. As such, there was always a potential for misclassifying permanent, “of-
ficial” correspondence as nonpermanent, “general” correspondence, and vice versa.
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Aside from the potential misapplication of “general” or “official” correspondence 
schedules, PRD staff noted that the letter of the M0002 schedule would permit a wide 
variance of retention periods across or even within state agencies—for one person, 
“no longer than two years” might mean “two years,” but the person in the next office 
could as easily be destroying such documents immediately upon creation or receipt 
without violating the schedule in any way.5 Furthermore, while the State University 
Model Records Retention Schedule carried the same language, the Local Government 
General Records Retention Schedule prescribed a flat two-year retention period for the 
equivalent Series L4955, General Correspondence, leading to varying retention policies 
among state and local government agencies. This potential for an inconsistent applica-
tion of a retention schedule was nearly as problematic as not having a schedule at all. 
In light of a high-profile court case in which the administrators of a state agency had 
deleted incriminating E-mails but a whistleblower inside the agency provided copies 
of those messages to the attorney general’s office, KDLA believed it in the best interest 
of the state to have all employees adhering to the same retention period for the same 
records.6 To facilitate a uniform application of the schedule across governmental bod-
ies, PRD staff recommended a change for Series M0002, applicable to state agencies, 
to a flat two-year retention period.7 

“three Little Words”: the Suggested change

PRD staff surveyed thirty-three state government record schedules and found a wide 
range of retention periods for similar records series, varying from 30 days to as long 
as ten years, with most falling between two and five years. For purposes of simplicity 
and to keep the retention period in line with the existing local records schedule, PRD 
staff decided to suggest revising the general correspondence schedule by removing “no 
longer than” from the retention period and leaving the mandated retention period as 
“two years.” The prospective schedule change was introduced at the quarterly meeting 
of the SARC on March 9, 2006. PRD staff highlighted the rise of E-mail as the pri-
mary medium of correspondence in contemporary state government, noting that many 
conversations and transactions that might have been carried out over the telephone 
in prior decades were now being carried out by E-mail, leaving behind a record that 
must be managed. PRD acknowledged that increased attention to E-mail as a focus of 
open records requests, and potential legal action, was an impetus to bring consistency 
to practices across state government via this proposed change to the retention period. 

A discussion ensued about the nature of E-mail usage among state government 
employees, including personal and other usage of E-mail that did not pertain directly 
to state business; there was a general agreement that existing policies issued by the 
state’s information technology department, the Commonwealth Office of Technology 
(COT), restricted non-business use of E-mail accounts. Nevertheless, noting the burden 
of managing the E-mails that currently existed within state government, the SARC’s 
representative from COT opined that the schedule change would result in longer reten-
tion for many agencies, and therefore greater storage costs as COT maintained more 
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information on its servers. Accordingly, the change was postponed until COT staff 
could review its potential impact.8

Stalled
At its September 14, 2006, meeting, the SARC took up the proposed change again. 

PRD staff linked the change with clarification to the definitions of other types of cor-
respondence: Series M0001 (Official Correspondence) and Series M0018 (Informational 
and Reference Material).

The goals of these changes are basically three: one, to distinguish ef-
fectively among these various series so that it’s clearer to agency staff 
which series a given piece of correspondence will fall under; two, to 
indicate the prevalence of e-mail as a correspondence medium, as staff 
has done on the revised Description and Analysis forms; and three, to 
change the retention of general correspondence, or routine correspon-
dence, from what is currently “Retain no longer than two years” to just 
a flat two years.9

This clear statement of goals sparked a long debate among the members of the 
commission concerning state workers’ application of the proposed schedule revisions.

The first objection to the revision brought up in the previous meeting, that of COT 
concerning the excessive expense of retaining all correspondence for a full two years, 
proved baseless: COT’s study indicated that the records could likely be stored without 
excessive additional expense.10 However, an objection more fundamental than the costs 
of records storage was brought forth by one of the representatives of the citizens at 
large: namely, that the average state worker with a computer would not comprehend 
the nature of the schedule as it applied to his or her E-mail account, and therefore 
most employees would be out of compliance just by deleting or retaining their E-mail 
messages contrary to the mandated retention period, whereas the current, more fluid 
retention period left much more room for discretion—or even deletion or retention in 
complete ignorance of the schedule—without violating the letter of the law.

PRD staff acknowledged the validity of the stated concern, but noted that essentially 
the same concern was equally valid for any given records series, digital or analog. 
General correspondence, and specifically E-mail, was more problematic merely by 
nature of its volume. Therefore, the concern would remain the same whether the 
schedule revision was adopted or not: the revision would merely close one potential 
criticism, that the same sorts of records were being valued and retained differently by 
different agencies, different divisions within an agency, or even different individuals 
within a division. Some 3,000 offices within Kentucky local government were currently 
operating under the flat two-year retention program, and the correct application of the 
schedule was no more of a problem. 

As the remedy to this particular concern, PRD staff suggested implementing a 
program to educate all state workers on proper application of the retention of general 
correspondence. The proliferation of desktop computers and E-mail accounts was 
rendering every employee a creator (and potential destroyer) of state records. Unlike 
prior decades, however, the sheer amount of correspondence flowing into state govern-
ment on a daily basis, the ease in which it arrived, and the ease in which it might be 
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destroyed bred a complacency among end users about the records at their disposal.11 
It was readily apparent both to KDLA and to the commission’s representative from 
the attorney general’s office that state employees were retaining or destroying E-mail 
records without any understanding that retention rules applied. The need to break this 
casual attitude and convince tens of thousands of employees to practice management 
of their correspondence—particularly the E-mail inbox—on a regular basis would 
need to be addressed. This was a daunting prospect, but one that KDLA recognized 
fell within its area of responsibility and one that PRD staff were willing and able to 
undertake. The definitional changes to the schedules for official correspondence and 
informational and reference material, explaining their applicability to E-mail, were 
adopted. The change to the general correspondence schedule, however, was tabled 
until the December meeting. In the meantime, PRD staff agreed to move forward by 
notifying state government personnel through contact with agencies’ legal counsels 
and records officers that the schedule change was forthcoming, and by developing an 
appropriate plan to educate state employees on the management of E-mail. 

Between the September and December 2006 meetings of the SARC, a group of six 
PRD staff members from varying levels of the division volunteered to survey their 
E-mail over a two-week period. The results of this minimal survey indicated that 
the amount of general correspondence fell somewhere between 25 and 35 percent of 
the total (nearly half of which was outgoing mail from the staffers), roughly 40 to 50 
percent fell within the definition of “informational and reference material,” and 25 
percent were completely unrelated to state business and so fell outside any retention 
schedule.12 These proportions largely bore out a national survey jointly conducted 
by the Association for Information and Image Management and Kahn Consulting in 
2005.13 As such, PRD believed that tailoring a training module based on this internal 
experience would be widely applicable, and proceeded to do so.

The next step was taken at the following meeting of the SARC on December 14, 2006. 
PRD staff recommended an addition to the General Schedule for Electronic and Related 
Records: Series E0059, Electronic Messages. This was not a run-of-the-mill retention 
schedule; rather, it was intended to serve as more of a guidepost, an attempt to codify 
the fact that E-mail was a transmission method and not a record series. As part of the 
series’ disposition, it was noted that “messages found in [electronic messaging] systems 
can be any type of record” and users were instructed to “identify what type of record 
the message is and delete after the expiration of the retention period authorized in an 
approved records retention schedule.”14 The Electronic Messages proposed schedule was 
adopted; still, it could only be as effective as the other schedules to which it pointed.15 

Noting the results of their internal E-mail tracking, PRD staff suggested an ad-
ditional new retention schedule for “Non-Business-Related Correspondence.” This 
schedule was intended to encompass all incidental correspondence sent or received 
outside the course of state business, from unsolicited paper mailings from vendors to 
electronic spam and particularly to personal E-mail messages. Rather than force this 
material into the schedules for general correspondence or informational and refer-
ence material, the intention was to recognize that employees’ inboxes (both paper and 
electronic) are occasionally visited by materials that do not pertain to state business. 
The disposition instructions for this schedule were twofold: first, that such material 
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be deleted immediately; and second, in accordance with the state’s existing Internet 
use policies, that state agencies “train all employees with email access to properly use 
the system for work-related activities and to remove all non-business-related records 
immediately.” As both the Electronic Messages and Non-Business-Related Corre-
spondence schedules were approved, the commission also adopted the revision of the 
retention period for general correspondence from “no longer than two years” to “two 
years,” choosing a delayed implementation date of July 1, 2007, with the understand-
ing that, in the meantime, PRD staff were to undertake an extensive training regimen 
throughout state government.16 

Education and Outreach
The task before the PRD in the spring of 2007 was considerable. Guidelines on the 

proper use and management of E-mail had been developed through a subgroup of the 
SARC and had been available on the KDLA Web page for more than a year.17 Requests 
for comments on the guidelines had not drawn a broad response; generally speaking, 
legal counsels seemed encouraged, but the response from agency information tech-
nology personnel had been pessimistic. In this case, the charge from the SARC had 
included a specific plea from the representative of the attorney general, prompted by 
the recent scandal involving the governor and a court case involving access to the E-
mail of state employees, to address the appropriate retention of E-mail. Considering 
that recent presentations to state agency staff still evoked surprise that E-mail was, 
in fact, considered a public record, PRD staff were aware that a broader educational 
program was required.

Complicating the task was the tripartite nature of E-mail management. To adequately 
address the commission’s concerns, users would need to be trained first on general 
records management principles; second, on E-mail’s status as a record and how to 
classify it among the schedules for official, general, and non-business-related cor-
respondence or informational and reference material; and finally on the specific use 
of the E-mail client to properly maintain these records until their deletion. The last of 
these, while arguably falling outside the responsibility of KDLA, was nevertheless 
prudent to include because few if any state employees received formal training from 
their employing agency: without this practical component, any training seemed doomed 
to failure. PRD staff acknowledged that education would make trainees aware of the 
status of E-mail as a public record and steps they might take to manage it; however, 
the burden would remain on each agency and, more to the point, on the individual end 
user to make it part of day-to-day operations. 

As one SARC member had pointed out, however, even employees who were aware 
of E-mail’s nature as a record were often reluctant to take positive steps to manage 
it. Rather, those employees seemed to be more concerned with protecting themselves 
against possible sanction, however unlikely, for deleting an E-mail record that should 
have been retained. The same court cases that spurred the attorney general’s office to 
support the schedule revision and KDLA’s educational initiative were simultaneously 
creating a sense of hyperawareness within the state bureaucracy that occasionally 
bordered upon paranoia. The problem was social rather than technological or even 
educational. By refusing to actively manage their E-mail in favor of keeping everything, 
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even E-mails that had no relationship to state business, many state employees believed 
themselves protected from internal censure even as they in fact exposed the agency to 
potentially harmful or embarrassing disclosure. PRD staff were aware that, no matter 
the technical tools or know-how that could be imparted unto their audience, ultimately 
the end user has to make the decision to classify an E-mail as a record—a record of 
permanent value, of temporary agency value, or of temporary personal value—or a 
non-business-related record, and handle or dispose of it accordingly.18 

In order to add a basis of reference for future trainees, PRD first developed a set of 
Web pages to pull together their preexisting documents on E-mail management and 
to add additional text for basic guidance.19 Included with these was a tutorial on how 
to use the E-mail client to classify, file, and dispose of E-mail correspondence. This 
tutorial included screen shots of the Microsoft client used by state government and a 
flow chart developed by PRD to illustrate the decision-making process of classifying 
E-mail documents for retention and disposition (see Figure 1.1).20 The flow chart, devel-
oped in 2004 as part of a separate series of Web pages on proper E-mail management, 
was updated to reflect the new retention schedule for non-business-related records. 
Employees were first directed to determine whether a message pertained to state busi-
ness: if it did not, it was to be deleted immediately; if it did, it was to be categorized 
according to three common retention schedules: M0018 for informational and reference 
material such as listserv messages or appointments, which could be deleted when no 
longer needed; M0002 for general correspondence, which should be retained for two 
years; and M0001 for official correspondence, which should be maintained permanently 
either in electronic form or hard copy. The publication of these educational tools was 
followed by a memorandum sent on March 7, 2007, from the director of the PRD to 
state agency heads, legal counsels, and records officers advising them of the proposed 
retention schedule change and that PRD would be offering training sessions to assist 
in E-mail management. 

Starting with test audiences, including the SARC itself and its two committees, PRD 
refined the presentation into a two-person educational seminar targeted to bring end 
users to a basic proficiency in identifying, classifying, and appropriately retaining or 
deleting E-mail records. The first half of the training focused on basic awareness of 
records management responsibility and outlined the proposed change to general cor-
respondence. The second half specifically addressed the problematic nature of E-mail 
in terms of its volume, its transience, and its ability to carry records that fall across 
multiple retention schedules, suggesting practical solutions for managing electronic 
mail via the decision-making flow chart, sample filing structures, and an illustrated 
walk through on how to use the state E-mail client. By the September 2007 meeting 
of the SARC, the seminar had already been presented to over 700 employees across 
135 state agencies, focused initially on the same group reached by the March 7 memo 
but expanding as seminar participants reacted positively and indicated that others in 
their offices would benefit from the training. 

Retrenchment
After over a year of gradual progress on the change in retention for general cor-

respondence, KDLA learned in June 2007 that all retention schedules and revisions 
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thereto would need to pass through Kentucky’s administrative regulation process. In 
Kentucky, this process requires new administrative regulations to undergo a period 
of public comment and to be reviewed by the Administrative Regulation Review 
Subcommittee of the State Legislature. To the SARC, this meant that the adoption of 
each new retention schedule or revision had gained a months-long delay; before any 
new schedules could be adopted, the existing ones needed to be vetted through the 
administrative regulation review process. Though the PRD initiative to train state 
employees on E-mail management would continue apace, the actual revision of the 
schedule would have to be delayed.21 

After a year and a half of wrangling to bring consistency to the retention of general 
correspondence, PRD staff were informed that at least one public agency was prepared 

Figure 1.1 Decision Sequence for Determining E-mail Retention
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to contest the record schedule as a whole in the administrative rule hearings if the 
specific changes pertaining to E-mail were included. It was time to accept that the 
resistance was too entrenched to overcome. In September 2007, PRD staff elected 
to change the name of the series from “General Correspondence” to “Routine Cor-
respondence” while accepting the indeterminate retention period of “no longer than 
two years.” The PRD diverted its efforts toward an alternate route to consistent E-mail 
retention practice by writing a model E-mail policy to be adopted by state agencies 
that would provide each agency with its own internally consistent rules for managing 
E-mail. The PRD continues to offer the E-mail management training on demand, and 
is presently searching for the best way in which to offer such education via on-line 
training modules.22 

conclusion

The resistance to the proposed schedule change from “Retain no longer than two 
years” to “Retain two years” is illustrative of the perception of E-mail as a record; or, 
rather, of the perception of E-mail as neither a record nor a non-record, but something 
else entirely. Fundamentally, the problem perceived by the SARC members was not a 
minor change in a retention period, or in general correspondence as a records series: 
the problem was the management of E-mail. Despite the acknowledged fact that the 
same educational challenges would face KDLA regardless of the actual retention period 
of the records, the commission members continually delayed the proposed change. 
Retention schedule changes were one thing; acknowledging electronic mail as a record 
that all state employees were responsible for managing was something quite different. 

PRD staff recognized that correcting this misunderstanding would be difficult, but 
refused to believe that the mere fact that E-mail flows into state government at a rate 
unimaginable to those who wrote the first retention schedules for correspondence 
decades ago was a bar to effective records management.23 First, state employees 
would need to be made aware of the basic fact that their E-mail messages were public 
records. Second, they would need to be trained to classify those messages by distin-
guishing among various records series (largely, but not exclusively, correspondence). 
Of course, the ultimate responsibility lay with the end user, who, absent supervisory 
pressure, has very little incentive to spend precious work time classifying and filing 
E-mail records. Nevertheless, the PRD never intimated that the task was impossible 
or that it should be delayed. 

While the commission members themselves acknowledged the need to manage 
E-mail, they evinced a lack of faith in the ability or desire of the average end user to 
actually do so. Other records might be managed, but the temerity displayed by members 
of the SARC in failing to deal with E-mail records just as they would with any other 
records would seem to indicate a belief that, unlike analog correspondence, E-mail is 
not only resistant but immune to classical records management theory and practice: 
that it is, somehow, “unmanageable.”24 In the face of this challenge, even the ostensibly 
simple attempt to enact a clear and unambiguous retention period for one record series 
was debated, delayed, and ultimately abandoned. 
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If the members of the SARC represent a microcosm of the public, their inability to 
accept that E-mail is not immune to conventional records management is instructive. 
While E-mail presents new challenges, particularly in educating users to control the 
swelling volume of records at their fingertips, it represents an evolution of records 
rather than a revolution. It may represent something of a platypus, requiring records 
managers to rethink our existing taxonomy and methodology, but it does not lie outside 
the taxonomy and methodology altogether. 

The failure of the PRD staff to successfully remove three little words from a reten-
tion schedule in the face of such reluctance is indicative of how daunting a challenge 
lies before records managers in 2009. They recognized that timing played a part in 
their failure; the very scandal within state government that energized them to action 
paralyzed the bureaucracy surrounding them. And yet with the crisis averted and dis-
tant in the minds of state government workers in general, each day that passes without 
a crisis or lawsuit adds to the growing complacency of records creators and makes 
proper E-mail management ever more difficult. 

Educating the general public both about the role of a clear retention schedule in proper 
records management and about the status of E-mail as public record is a daunting task, 
and growing more so, but it remains the fundamental responsibility of records manag-
ers to take up that task. The future of the archival record as a whole depends upon it. 
If any record, regardless of format, characteristics, or volume, falls outside our own 
ability to manage it, that record may be lost to history, and the fault lies not with the 
record but with ourselves. Our methods, our practices, and even our attitudes must be 
expanded to encompass all of the records created and used by the organizations with 
which we work and the society in which we live. The challenge lies ahead for each of 
us to prove that E-mail is, in fact, manageable. 

About the Author: Chad Owen is the archivist for records management at the University 
of Louisville, having previously worked for the State Historical Society of Iowa and 
the Library of Virginia. He earned his master’s degree in history at Virginia Com-
monwealth University. The author would like to thank James Cundy and Mark Myers 
of the Kentucky Department of Libraries and Archives for their invaluable assistance 
with this article. 
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From Polders to Postmodernism: A Concise History of Archival Theory. By John 
Ridener. Duluth, Minn.: Litwin Books, LLC, 2008. $22.00. 208 pp.  

It seems that any speech or book about archival theory needs to have a quote from 
George Orwell or to mention Archive Fever by Jacques Derrida, and, true to form, 
John Ridener’s book From Polders to Postmodernism: A Concise History of Archival 
Theory does not disappoint. He opens with Orwell’s quote, “who controls the past 
controls the future; who controls the present controls the past,” from 1984. It is a 
powerful quote that drives home the idea that the past can be controlled by those in 
power in the present, which will eventually manipulate the course of the future. The 
quote certainly grabbed me when I was a graduate student, just beginning to realize 
the power of archives. Ridener’s later concise paragraph explaining the complexities 
of Archive Fever is an example of what this book has to offer the reader: small win-
dows into the theories that have shaped our profession, from the Dutch Manual for 
the Arrangement and Description of Archives by S. Muller, J. A. Feith, and R. Fruin 
to current theorists of our time.

From Polders to Postmodernism is probably best suited as an entry point for archival 
students to begin to understand the reasoning behind the archival theories that drive 
our profession and to place those theories into the context of paradigm shifts. Ridener 
seeks to find the “tension between subjectivity and objectivity in archival theory” 
that will help our profession to join in on similar dialogues already occurring within 
related professions. 

The book is divided into the major schools of archival thought: consolidation (Man-
ual), confirmation and reinforcement (Jenkinson), modern records (Schellenberg), and 
questioning archives (five current theorists were chosen). Ridener spends time on the 
context for the theories, explaining issues and social changes that were affecting society 
at the time. He weaves together theories, contrasting Schellenberg and Jenkinson, as 
well as Schellenberg and the present, incorporating how they complement one another 
to form where we are now: an age of questioning what is next for archival theory. Are 
we on the verge of post-postmodernism? Post-Jenkinson? 

In the chapter “Consolidation,” the Manual for the Arrangement and Description 
of Archives is discussed as a means to help centralize government papers and focus 
on governmental policies; the concepts of destruction and appraisal were considered 
minor. Jenkinson’s reinforcement theory came about due to the massive destruction 
caused by World War I and inevitable changes in the creation of documents. Ridener 
explains that Jenkinson believed archivists were the custodians of historical fact and 
that by ignoring appraisal techniques, they were refusing to change the connotation 
of related records by keeping everything. Under Jenkinson’s theory, the archivist 
finally becomes the respected professional and should be treated as such as the new 
gatekeeper of history. Jenkinson’s theory laid the groundwork for the modern archives 
and the modern archivist. One must remember, of course, that Jenkinson came from 
a different era. Having worked closely with medieval records, his theories were born 
not from the mass of twentieth-century governmental records but of more acute col-
lections that needed rigid rules.
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The “Modern Archives” chapter describes how Schellenberg’s theories developed 
to counter those of Jenkinson. Even though Schellenberg disagreed with Jenkinson’s 
theories, and the two men argued for many years, modern archivist theories were 
based on the archival principles developed from Jenkinson’s view on the role of the 
archivist. Schellenberg and others at the National Archives were faced with over ten 
million cubic feet that had been accumulating for over 150 years—and the collection 
was growing, with the rapid accumulation of records provided through federal govern-
ment programs created during the Great Depression. The theories of the past would 
not work with this mass of records. Schellenberg and staff had to find ways to reduce 
the volume through heavy-handed appraisal methods that would ensure only the most 
valuable records would be available to the researcher. Schellenberg shifted the focus 
of archival administration from that of non-subjective caretakers to that of subjective 
appraisers of the record. Modern archives developed from Jenkinson’s stress on the 
need for original order but expanded it to include the need for appraisal and proper 
management: the age of records management and scientific endeavor in the archives 
was now upon the profession and continues in that form today.

The final paradigm discussed in Ridener’s book is postmodernism in archives, ques-
tioning the theories and practices used to come up with new ways of seeing archives. 
Ridener focuses on five current archivists with strong ties to deconstructing past 
paradigms to better fit into a more modern, culturally diverse world in which archives 
now exist. Instead of relying on outside forces to change theory, current archival theory 
is looking from the inside out: “Rather than a linear, progressive approach, the con-
temporary archival paradigm is circular, self-reflexive and multi-dimensional, calling 
the notion of progress in archival theory and its benefits into question in the process.” 

Ridener does write a nice concise history of some archival theories and how they 
came about, how they were implemented, and how they have changed over the past 
110 years. In only 161 pages, Ridener manages to talk about some important topics 
that students need to understand, consider, and write about in the future in order for 
our profession to grow.

I commend Ridener for how he expresses throughout the book that theory should not 
be used as a blueprint but as a guiding light for professionals to use as they continue on 
their professional paths. Too often we take theories to heart, seeing the ideas only in 
black and white, and we cannot diverge from them. Another telling point that Ridener 
makes is how technology does and will continue to force archivists to reevaluate how 
they do their work. Starting with the Manual for the Arrangement and Description of 
Archives to the present, “technological change has been the impetus for nearly every 
archival paradigm.” Most of the changes we see in our profession can be viewed as a 
reaction to changes in technology and the economy. Ridener’s conclusion is clear in 
stating that, with all the changes in technology, we are on the verge of a new paradigm. 

The trouble with Ridener’s book is that there are many gaps and disjointed views in 
his evaluation of archival theory. While he educates the reader on why new theories 
were developed and how they worked, he gives little consideration to the critics of the 
theories or other theorists of the time. He pays mere lip service to the critics of Schel-
lenberg, Jenkinson, and the Manual for the Arrangement and Description of Archives, 
and completely ignores any criticisms of the postmodernists. 
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After reading Ridener’s book, I thought of another Orwell quote from 1984, “I un-
derstand HOW: I do not understand WHY.” Why are these theories more important 
than other theories? Where are the critics of Schellenberg or Jenkinson? Where are 
the theories of Norton, Duranti, Posner, Cencetti, Boles, Samuels, and Livelton in the 
discussion? Because the reader is left with these questions, I believe the book will 
work best for students as a launching pad to discover these four archival theories and 
question the current paradigm; for everyone else, rereading Terry Cook’s “What Is 
Past Is Prologue: A History of Archival Ideas since 1898, and the Future Paradigm 
Shift” should be enough.

Dan Golodner
American Federation of Teachers Archivist

Walter P. Reuther Library
Wayne State University
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The Interactive Archivist: Case Studies in Utilizing Web 2.0 to Improve the Archival 
Experience. By J. Gordon Daines III and Cory L. Nimer. Society of American Archi-
vists, May 18, 2009. http://www.lib.byu.edu/sites/interactivearchivist/

J. Gordon Daines III and Cory L. Nimer have written and compiled an indispens-
able resource for any archivist navigating the relatively uncharted territory of Web 
2.0. While its title suggests it is simply a collection of case studies addressing the 
implementation of blogging, social networking, video-casting, and other interactive 
Web technologies, The Interactive Archivist also provides a wealth of accessibly writ-
ten background information to assist archivists in understanding Web 2.0 technologies 
and their potential to transform archival public services. Embracing Web 2.0 itself, 
this electronic publication employs interactive technologies that allow readers to com-
ment on its content. The authors conceive of this publication as a growing resource 
and invite archivists to contribute additional case studies, submit links to their own 
Web 2.0 projects for inclusion in a Delicious.com Web 2.0 project list, and recommend 
additional works for the bibliography.

Daines and Nimer, both of the L. Tom Perry Special Collections at Brigham Young 
University, developed The Interactive Archivist in response to studies indicating that 
their users craved interaction with digitized special collections and archival mate-
rial. Recognizing a need for professional literature on the implementation of Web 2.0 
technologies in archives, they created a dynamic Web site that introduces fundamental 
Web 2.0 concepts and presents, at this time, 11 case studies from a variety of archives 
and manuscript repositories. The publication is divided into four main sections: an 
introductory essay entitled “Web 2.0 and Archives,” followed by “Technologies,” “Case 
Studies,” and “Bibliography.” Two additional sections provide biographical information 
about the contributors and general information about the publication itself. As a Web 
site, The Interactive Archivist is uncluttered, well organized, and easy to navigate.

The introductory essay introduces Web 2.0 in the context of users’ expectations of 
interactive experiences on-line. Daines and Nimer argue that archivists must respond 
to these expectations and build information environments that accommodate inter-
action and facilitate more equitable relationships between archivists and users. The 
relinquishing of archival authority in favor of information sharing and collaboration 
simultaneously drives and enables the effective use of Web 2.0 in archives and special 
collections. Proceeding from Tim O’Reilly’s 2004 definition of Web 2.0, the authors 
offer pithy and clear explanations of the eight characteristics of “the social Web.” The 
essay concludes with a useful definition of an interactive archivist that emphasizes 
user-centeredness, flexibility, and collaboration. An interactive archivist, according to 
Daines and Nimer, uses technology to attract users to the archives and provides them 
with content before they ask for it.

The next section introduces eight Web 2.0 technologies: blogs, mashups, photo shar-
ing sites, podcasts and downloadable video, RSS and newsletters, social network ser-
vices, tagging and folksonomies, and wikis. The authors briefly define each technology 
and provide a helpful overview of its interactive features and its use. Links to popular 
Web sites used to implement the technologies are also supplied. For example, links to 
Flickr, Picassa, Shutterfly, and Photobucket appear in the “Photo Sharing Sites” entry. 
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Daines and Nimer list several ways each technology can be used in an archival setting 
and supply links to relevant case studies and the Web sites of selected implementers. 

The original 11 case studies discuss Web 2.0 technologies in a variety of repositories, 
although college and university archivists wrote over half of the studies. Each of the 
case studies is organized identically, beginning with brief introductions to each tech-
nology. For those who read the entire publication, these are redundant. Many readers, 
however, will locate the case studies through Web search or will read only selections 
from the entire Web site. Other subjects addressed in each case study include the 
implementation of the technology, the assessment of its efficacy, “lessons learned” 
from the process of implementing and assessing the technology, and future plans for 
the technology in the archival program. The case study authors are refreshingly frank 
about their successes and failures in the Web 2.0 world. 

Of particular interest are those case studies that discuss the similarities, differences, 
and intersections between established special collections practices and Web 2.0. Kevin 
B. Leonard’s “Blogs and Blog Marketing: Bringing New Users to the Northwestern 
University Archives” provides an engaging look into the necessity of traditional 
special collections and archives marketing to build a virtual audience for his reposi-
tory’s blog. Leonard reminds us that archivists should not choose between established 
practices or Web 2.0. Rather, we need to harness the strengths of both. Similarly, Tiah 
Edmunson-Morton explores the advantages and disadvantages of a library digital 
content management system and a photo sharing site. “Talking and Tagging: Using 
CONTENTdm and Flickr in the Oregon State University Archives” challenges our 
assumptions about the “build it and they will come” model of Web 2.0 implementa-
tion. Yet the Oregon State University Archives’ foray into Flickr was ultimately more 
effective than CONTENTdm in drawing users’ attention to images and building an 
interactive community around those images.

Overall, this publication is richly documented. In addition to the reference list that 
accompanies each case study, Daines and Nimer provide an annotated selected bibli-
ography of 19 items, as well as an extended bibliography of 59 items at CiteULike.com. 
For this reason, as well as others mentioned above, The Interactive Archivist should 
be required reading for archivists interested in integrating Web 2.0 technologies into 
the delivery of archival collections and services. With the authors’ commitment to 
continue to add content, I anticipate that this will be a valuable professional resource 
for years to come.

Colleen McFarland
Head Special Collections Librarian

University of Wisconsin–Eau Claire
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Archival and Special Collections Facilities: Guidelines for Archivists, Librarians, 
Architects and Engineers. Edited by Michele F. Pacifico and Thomas P. Wilsted. 
Chicago: Society of American Archivists, 2009. $35.00. $25.00 for SAA members.   
191 pp. Glossary, bibliography, index. Softcover.

The title of this publication is right on the mark, and the book should be considered a 
“must read” for those pondering the building or renovation of a facility destined to house 
archival materials. I was able to easily digest the material in the bite-size paragraphs 
meant to give me, the reader, just what I needed to know, step by step, concerning 
building planning and/or renovation. I only wish that this title and Thomas P. Wilstead’s 
Planning New and Remodeled Archival Facilities (SAA, 2007) had been around when 
I headed up a complete renovation of a building to meet archival standards. I applaud 
the editors for their effort and learned many new and important facts for the next time.

Archival and Special Collections Facilities is a well-rounded and complete treat-
ment of the subject of choosing a site and building an archival facility or renovating 
an existing building to meet archival standards. I especially liked the call for major 
involvement of the archival staff on the planning committee, which would also include 
architects, engineers, and operational and maintenance personnel. Who better to guide 
this process than the staff that will use the facility the most! From the very beginning 
of the book, where statistics are given that illustrate just how many archival facilities 
are lacking proper environmental controls and adequate storage space, it is clear that 
this book is necessary for others to start the process of standardized control within 
a planning process. The creation of the book is the result of the Society of American 
Archivists Task Force on Archival Facilities Guidelines. Each section of the book was 
authored by a task force writer and then reviewed by another member. Once each sec-
tion had passed the review process, they were combined, and the book was reviewed 
by the entire task force and the editors. More comments and input from architects, 
archivists, and construction specialists were solicited before being reviewed by fellow 
professionals in the National Association of Government Archivists and Records Ad-
ministrators (NAGARA), the Council of State Archivists (CoSA), the SAA Standards 
Committee, and the SAA Council.

The volume is laid out in such a way that the editors build upon the first steps of this 
very important planning process. The book includes an introduction and comprehensive 
table of contents that outline what is coming, whether you are reading the book from 
cover to cover or simply looking for an answer to a particular question. The volume 
contains nine major sections and several subsections on topics that include: building 
site, building construction, archival environments, fire protection, security, materials 
and finishes, storage equipment, and functional spaces. The editors incorporate an 
appendix referring to prohibited materials, which includes materials that should never 
be used in records storage areas, exhibit cases, processing rooms, holding areas, and 
exhibit galleries housing original materials. The bibliography and index were also 
welcome and very useful.

I was glad to review this book and will refer to it frequently as changes are made to 
my facility and questions from other agencies in the area come to my attention. It is 
comprehensive and will become frequently used as archivists and others in the United 
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States and other countries continue to work toward national standards for archival 
facilities.

Geoffrey Reynolds
Director

Joint Archives of Holland
Hope College
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Architecture and Digital Archives, Architecture in the Digital Age: A Question of 
Memory. Edited by David Peyceré and Florence Wierre. Gollion: Infolio, 2008. 575 
pp. Index. Softcover.

Resulting from a collaboration between the Centre d’archives d’architecture du XXe 
siècle, the Institut National d’Histoire de l’Art, and the European GAUDI programme on 
architectural archives, in November 2007 the first worldwide conference focusing upon 
preservation and access to digital archives in the field of architecture—“Architecture 
and Born-Digital Archives”—drew together more than 200 archivists, architects, 
historians, and technology specialists from across Europe, Canada, and the United 
States. The resulting publication, Architecture and Digital Archives, Architecture in the 
Digital Age: A Question of Memory, is a nearly 600-page French- and English-language 
volume including 30 essays with discussions. Edited by David Peyceré and Florence 
Wierre of the Centre d’archives d’architecture du XXe siècle, the organization of the 
book is roughly based upon the archives record life cycle—from initial production and 
use by the creator, to selection for and preservation within an archives, and finally to 
use by the researcher. It seeks to explore the myriad issues relating to the creation and 
long-term preservation of digital architectural records and then, according to Peyceré, 
to offer “a mosaic of partial, experimental, exploratory answers that nevertheless point 
the way towards a brighter future.”

The initial section, “Archive Management within Architectural Practices,” includes 
several case studies that explore the active role that architectural firms must now take 
in the long-term preservation of their archives, because according to Jérôme de Alzuna, 
“the dividing line between the architect and the archivist’s work is becoming increas-
ingly blurred.” Essays by Elisabetta Procida, Valeria Farinati, and Elena Triunver 
seek to provide broad guidance in managing digital records through the creation and 
implementation of standard classification and metadata practices and the use of qual-
ity records management systems. Other essays focus on the necessity to preserve the 
creative conceptual development of designs while continuing to maintain evidence of 
the final product, for, as Antoine Picon discusses, “a computer file, particularly in the 
field of architecture, cannot be dissociated from the creative process by which it came 
into being, and the different possibilities which it opens up. This is simply another 
way of saying that a project is never a closed configuration. It opens up a world of pos-
sibilities. The project, seen from this perspective, is always a collection of virtualities.” 
Other authors such as Birgitte Sauge stress the need to preserve the digital record’s 
original context, for with the transfer of the file to another repository, “the drawings 
change from being active elements linked to [an] architect’s education or work, to be-
ing passive museum objects” removed from their original meaning.

The essays included in “Archive Preservation within Archiving Institutions” further 
blur the divide between the records creator and the end user. As the introduction states, 
“the interactions between the different parties involved in dealing with an archive 
are ongoing, constant and necessary, in order for the records to live on in some way.” 
Through a series of case studies highlighting projects at the Giancarlo de Carlo Ar-
chives, the Pierre Riboulet firm, the Art Institute of Chicago, and the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology (MIT), authors from the United States and Europe explore the 
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numerous issues surrounding the management, dissemination, and long-term preser-
vation of digital archives. Resulting from the complex three-dimensional interactive 
environment created by software such as AutoCAD and the formats that are produced, 
preserving digital design files poses unique issues. As Florence Wierre explains, “archi-
tectural firms’ objects and representations cannot be translated into two-dimensional 
formats. The full-scale workspace an architect uses is a three-dimensional space, 
formed of several successive layers that can be activated or otherwise as needs [sic] 
be. A document might also call up external files. . . . A single CAD file can therefore 
birth a diverse range of plans and representations.” While printing and PDF files, which 
only preserve one possible version, are suggested in some essays as more sustainable 
formats for long-term preservation, other essays advocate the preservation of files in 
their current format (DWG), therefore maintaining the full functionality of the file as 
it was used. Thus, because there are currently no official standards concerning the 
long-term preservation of this file type, repositories such as the Pierre Riboulet digital 
archives have chosen to store their files in two formats: DWG and PDF/A. It is due to 
this file complexity and the rapid development and resulting obsolescence of technol-
ogy that it is imperative that archivists become much more involved at an earlier stage. 

Other essays explore the issues surrounding the logistics of the dissemination of digi-
tal architectural files, including archival description and delivery systems. The essays 
explore a range of metadata schema possibilities, such as the use of the Categories for 
the Description of Works of Art (CDWA) at the Art Institute of Chicago and Metadata 
for Architectural Content in Europe (MACE) now under development, in addition to 
searchable databases such as DILPS 2.0 (Digital Image Library Processing System), 
the MetaWiki System at the Karlsruhe University of Arts and Design, and the OASIS 
Archive (Open Archiving System with Internet Sharing). 

The final section, “Use, Research, Dissemination,” explores the ever-changing rela-
tionship between the archivist and researcher. Dirk De Meyer states in the introduction 
that “the role of the archivist—traditionally the gate keeper of the archives—has evolved 
towards the gate opener, the one who facilitates access.” Thus, essays by Anthony Reed, 
Stéphanie Loret, Pascal Garret, and Jean-Pierre Chupin explore projects seeking to 
enhance research possibilities through enhanced digital access. For Anthony Reed, 
this entails a massive three-phase digitization project at the Frederick Law Olmsted 
National Historic Site (ONHS) with a searchable database that electronically reunites 
collections held at both the ONHS and the Library of Congress. Jean-Pierre Chupin 
explores the Canadian Competitions Catalogue and the EUROPAN Competitions 
Database projects that document both winning and losing architectural competition 
proposals in digital form. In documenting these often never-built proposals, which 
include sketches, reports, photographs of models, and jury reports, a greater range of 
analysis is preserved for future research. Similarly, the Electronic Resource Centre 
for Urban Studies (Crévilles) project seeks to facilitate research through a collabora-
tive effort between social science and urban studies institutions creating a free access 
digital library populated with content from numerous interested institutions. Thus, 
here the user also becomes actively involved in the archiving of content. 

Architecture and Digital Archives, Architecture in the Digital Age: A Question of 
Memory serves as an excellent resource offering a range of perspectives, research, and 
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recommendations drawn from a diverse community of architects, historians, archivists, 
and IT specialists relating to the preservation and use of digital architectural archives. 
Furthermore, it challenges all those involved to reevaluate their long-established roles 
as creators, archivists, and users.

Carrie Lynn Schwier
Assistant Archivist

Office of University Archives and Records Management
Indiana University–Bloomington
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Copyright and Cultural Institutions: Guidelines for Digitization for U.S. Libraries, 
Archives, and Museums. By Peter B. Hirtle, Emily Hudson, and Andrew T. Kenyon. 
Cornell University Library, 2009. $39.95, Softcover / Free, PDF. 272 pp.

Copyright is an issue that seems never to be fully understood as laws and scenarios 
constantly change. This is particularly true for libraries and archives, which may own 
the physical items but not the rights. How confidently can we rely on fair use or other 
exemptions when faced with requests for duplication and digitization? As more institu-
tions select materials to digitize and make available on the World Wide Web, copyright 
becomes an even larger issue, not just because there may be more requirements to 
navigate but also because the publication and access of these items face a much larger 
and more global audience. Here comes Copyright and Cultural Institutions: Guidelines 
for Digitization for U.S. Libraries, Archives, and Museums to outline the essentials of 
copyright and help professionals in the field make knowledgeable decisions. 

Based on Copyright and Cultural Institutions: Guidelines for Digitization, a manual 
written by Emily Hudson and Andrew T. Kenyon for Australia, these new guidelines 
have been created by Peter Hirtle to help archivists and librarians in the United States 
understand copyright more fully. A senior policy adviser at Cornell University who 
specifically covers intellectual property issues, Hirtle is a well-known figure in the 
archives community and an acknowledged expert on copyright concerns. The U.S. 
version serves the same purpose as the original Australian manual. Hirtle provides 
basic information on American copyright law and some of its key differences with 
the copyright laws of other countries. While in-person issues such as photocopying 
or photographing materials are discussed, the focus of the manual is to cover the new 
issues brought up by digitization and digital content. 

The manual can be read from front to back for a detailed overview of rights, ex-
emptions, licenses, and other areas, or readers can simply refer to a flowchart at the 
beginning of the book to find the chapter that covers their specific copyright question. 
Even if the question leads to the “Digitization is permitted” box, the chart and the 
book reinforce all the possible restrictions and uncertainties institutions may face. The 
initial chapters focus on the essentials of copyright in the United States, including its 
history and purpose, the changing legislation that determines eligibility of works, and 
the types of works protected under copyright law. Subsequent chapters cover a specific 
topic, including duration and ownership, fair use, exemptions, finding copyright own-
ers, and other intellectual property issues, such as trademarks. The chapters on fair 
use and other exemptions, particularly how they relate to cultural institutions, will 
help librarians and archivists clarify for themselves and for patrons and researchers 
whether reproduction or distribution is allowed and under what circumstances. The 
manual also covers duplication for storage purposes.

The chapters include flowcharts and tables that condense years of copyright law into 
straightforward questions and answers. Of particular use may be two tables on copy-
right conditions, one that summarizes the copyright term and public domain eligibil-
ity for unpublished works and another that states the conditions and copyright terms 
for materials published from “before 1923” until “after 1 March 1989.” Subsections 
called “Tip,” “Key Point,” “Question,” and “Tricky Area” highlight other important 
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information. Reading the complete manual will enable professionals in libraries and 
archives to feel more confident about answering rights questions in their own institu-
tion and help formulate institutional policies, while referring to a specific flowchart or 
tip may answer a specific, self-contained question or concern. Museum professionals 
will benefit from knowing when they are covered by library and archives exemptions 
and when the rules may differ.

Research, knowledge, and planning come together in the chapter on risk management, 
where Hirtle advises professionals to “identify the risks associated with a digitization 
project prior to its commencement and identify strategies to mitigate some of those 
risks.” The process of risk identification and management is further helped by a table, 
“Factors that indicate your institution is at risk of infringing copyright”; a flowchart 
illustrating a safe digitization workflow that refers to the issues covered in previous 
chapters; and a copy of the Checklist for Fair Use from Indiana University–Purdue 
University Indianapolis’s Center for Copyright Management.

The final two chapters are case studies relating to concerns over how to handle in-
terviews and oral histories as well as dissertations, theses, and other student papers. 
Clearance for interviews and oral history projects depends on the copyright of the in-
terview, recording, and transcript and will involve the interviewer and interviewee. The 
chapter on dissertations and theses will help institutions determine whether copyright 
is held by the student or institution and whether the work is considered published. If 
more resources are needed for an even greater understanding of copyright, a thorough 
list of additional readings, many with on-line addresses, is included. 

Copyright and Cultural Institutions: Guidelines for Digitization for U.S. Libraries, 
Archives, and Museums is a necessary resource for all institutions, whether or not 
digitization is being done. The material on copyright fundamentals will be useful for 
photocopy and reproduction requests, and the digitization content will help with future 
planning. Even institutions that already undertake good-faith efforts to determine 
copyright clearances and document their efforts may still benefit from having this 
manual as a ready reference for unfamiliar situations. 

Published with a Creative Commons license, the manual is freely available as a 
PDF download at http://ssrn.com/abstract=1495365, or it can be purchased as a bound 
softcover.

Emily Symonds
Metadata Librarian

William F. Ekstrom Library
University of Louisville
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Archives Power: Memory, Accountability, and Social Justice. By Randall C. Jimerson. 
Chicago: Society of American Archivists, 2009. $56.00. $40.00 for SAA members. 
442 pp. Appendix, index. Softcover. 

Archives Power: Memory, Accountability, and Social Justice is an exploration of the 
archival profession and the power of the archives. It grew out of Randall C. Jimerson’s 
involvement in professional advocacy during his time at the helm of the Society of 
American Archivists (2003–2005, first as president-elect, then as president). As in 
his 2005 presidential address, in Archives Power Jimerson calls upon archivists to be 
thoughtful about what they do and why they do it, to understand the power at their 
command, and to harness it for the greater good. 

The book’s target audience is not merely those engaged in the archival enterprise. 
Jimerson also hopes to reach archival researchers and those in allied fields, as well as 
“anyone concerned about social and political issues, or anyone interested in the cultural 
aspects of evidence and documentation.”

In his preface, Jimerson acknowledges that he’s presenting radical ideas in Archives 
Power, ideas that may challenge traditional concepts of archives. His goal, however, is 
to explore the issues for himself and to begin a dialogue. Archives Power begins with 
the question of why archivists perform their professional responsibilities the way that 
they do and then transforms into a discussion of the implications of that tacit reason-
ing as well as of the archival enterprise on society as a whole. That Archives Power 
is in some ways a call to action is made clear by the fact that the volume’s various 
sections are framed as action items: “Embracing the Power of Archives,” “Weaving 
the Life of Our Ancestors,” “Documenting American Society,” “Resisting Political 
Power,” “Constructing Memory,” “Serving the Public Good,” “Responding to the Call 
of Justice,” and “Rethinking Archival Ethics.” 

Jimerson makes use of and explains three metaphors for archives and archivists’ 
power role in the book’s introduction: the temple, the prison, and the restaurant. The 
temple is indicative of the archivists’ authority and the power they have to shape 
memory; the prison, their responsibility to protect and preserve the records; the res-
taurant, their role as mediator, interpreting the records for users. Following Richard 
Cox, Jimerson argues that while the archives is inherently powerful, archivists need to 
transfer some of that power to themselves. They need to recognize their own power “as 
active agents in the process of shaping our knowledge of our past.” The introduction also 
outlines the roles and duties of the archivist for those unfamiliar with archival practice.

The book’s first two chapters focus on history, providing a backdrop for Jimerson’s 
discussion of the roles and responsibilities of contemporary archivists. “Weaving the 
Life of Our Ancestors” outlines the development of the written word, record keeping, 
and archival theory through the nineteenth century. Chapter 2, “Documenting American 
Society,” focuses specifically on American history (and the American ambivalence 
toward history) and how it has affected the development of archival practice in the 
United States. Jimerson discusses the establishment of the National Archives, many 
years after the organization of the first private archives, as well as the development 
of the archival profession in the United States and the quest for professional identity.
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“Resisting Political Power” discusses the power of the archives and when those in 
control of it misuse it for political reasons. In this chapter, Jimerson addresses the 
illusion of impartiality in the archives and discusses how postmodern theory has chal-
lenged other long-standing principles of archival practice. Jimerson also uses the work 
of writers George Orwell and Milan Kundera to underline the political power of the 
archives and justify the need for archivists to take responsibility for the authenticity 
(and inclusivity) of their collections. Chapter 4, “Constructing Memory,” discusses 
memory (historic, collective, archival, and so forth) and identifies archives as con-
structed memory. While laying the groundwork for his final two chapters, Jimerson 
addresses archivists’ fixation on the future.

“Serving the Public Good” and “Responding to the Call of Justice” are first and 
foremost about accountability. In these two chapters, Jimerson discusses significant 
incidences of the misuse of archives (specifically when records are destroyed to elimi-
nate the evidence of wrongdoing) and instances where archival records could be used 
to redress past injustices. He also reviews cases of archival whistle-blowing. Each of 
these examples serves to highlight the ethical dilemmas faced by archivists. That ethi-
cal archivists must be cognizant of the political implications of what they do is clear, 
but Jimerson argues that they must also respond to the call of justice. This response 
requires archivists to make efforts to ensure diversity within their collections and 
within the profession, to improve descriptive practices and provide inclusive access, 
and to embrace new technologies. Of particular note is the discussion of finding aid 
creation as a political act.

Jimerson concludes with “Rethinking Archival Ethics,” a section that focuses specifi-
cally on professional responsibility and calls for archivists to consider what it means 
to be ethical professionals. In short, Jimerson wants archivists to respond to the call of 
social justice: to work to preventing biases toward the privileged elite in the archives and 
to commit themselves to public accountability, open government, and cultural diversity. 
He also encourages archivists to be aware of their roles and, especially at this crucial 
juncture, to demand that their voices be heard by those planning the digital future.

While Jimerson acknowledges that Archives Power is essentially a personal state-
ment, it is not merely one individual’s reflections. Nearly 50 pages worth of notes 
are evidence of the amount of research that went into the writing of Archives Power. 
Archives Power is a compelling read and one that encourages its readers to thought-
fully consider the issues it presents. This timely publication is a must-have for both 
students and practitioners.

Karen Walton Morse
Processing Archivist

Special Collections
State University of New York at Buffalo
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Preserving Archives. By Helen Forde. Principles and Practice in Records Management 
and Archives series. Geoffrey Yeo, editor. London: Facet Publishing, 2007. $99.95. 
$89.95 for SAA members. 320 pp. Index, bibliography, and appendixes. Hardcover. 

Archives vary in size, staff, facilities, and budgets. They range from one-room vol-
unteer operations to records centers spread across many buildings such as the National 
Archives (United States). Writing a guide for all of them is probably an impossible task, 
but Helen Forde has come as close to achieving the impossible as anyone could in the 
format of a relatively short general text. At small universities and religious archives, 
small staffing is the norm—professional archivists are a luxury, and archivists with 
shared responsibilities or even volunteer archivists are quite common. Preserving 
Archives is just the right resource for archivists in these positions. The book is part of 
the Facet Publishing (London) series, Principles and Practice in Records Management 
and Archives, edited by Geoffrey Yeo. Like the other books in the series, it delivers a 
comprehensive set of tools for the average archives situation, but also makes a good 
reference tool for the more advanced professional.

While its British perspective sometimes confounds the U.S. reader, the book never-
theless provides all the basics that an archivist, or one who is filling the role of archi-
vist, would need to get started in the United Kingdom or North America. Preserving 
Archives is divided into 14 chapters, covering the characteristics and safe handling 
of archival material, exhibits, the creation of surrogates, and preservation. Several 
chapters are devoted to proper archival facilities. The author states in her introduction 
that subjects relating to buildings should be “central to the text” and demonstrates this 
point with an in-depth look at archives facilities. A good chapter on managing digital 
preservation is included as well as the all-too-often written about but ignored subject 
of disaster planning.

The sidebars, on interesting topics and interspersed throughout the text, were a 
pleasant surprise. Each sidebar describes a situation that highlights the concerns of 
the section in which it appears. For example, in the chapter about digital preservation 
management, Forde notes that the 1975 Viking lander tapes had deteriorated to the 
point where they were no longer readable, even though every attempt had been made 
to store them under ideal conditions. No one realized how fragile magnetic tape was 
or that their long-term survival was in jeopardy from the moment they were first re-
corded. It was a good reminder of the uncertainty that all archivists must face when 
evaluating the stability of the materials in their care.

“Why is digital preservation difficult?” Forde asks, and rightly answers that it “re-
quires a mix of IT and archival skills and collaboration between the different profes-
sions.” These new collaborations have been a very good thing for archives and have 
already yielded an ever-growing wealth of digital resources to archives users at many 
institutions. The best digital resources are available at institutions where the most 
collaboration occurs. Collaboration does require professionals on both sides of digital 
projects—archivists and information technologists—to look at their work from the 
other’s perspective. The results, however, are exciting and changing rapidly as new 
technologies and computer software are introduced for the delivery of digital collec-
tions. Forde also discusses the sometimes high cost of digitization projects, describing 
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the pros and cons of in-house versus contracted projects and how these projects can 
best be managed in the most cost-effective way.

An entire chapter is devoted to the important outreach activity of exhibits. Of course 
there is danger inherent in exhibiting archival collections: the extra handling required, 
fluctuations in temperature and relative humidity, and possible loss or damage as the 
items are prepared and moved to exhibit locations. On the other hand, exhibits educate 
the public and promote the mission of the archives. They also afford the archives with 
opportunities for collaboration with other areas of its parent institution and promote 
events. One thing absent in this chapter is a discussion of using on-line exhibits in 
conjunction with the physical exhibit. When surrogates are used—either digital or 
physical—digital facsimiles can be created as part of the process that can later be 
introduced on-line. This is very often made easier once an on-line exhibit template 
is created.

Electronic records have been with us in significant quantities for at least a couple 
decades, but only recently have most archives found a way to deal with them. PDF 
is now an international standard, but unfortunately for Forde’s book, that develop-
ment postdates her writing. PDF files, especially PDF/A (the archival version), is an 
acceptable format for records retention, providing archives and potential users with 
searchable, printable electronic files easily converted from other electronic formats, 
even Hypertext Markup Language (HTML).

But paper is still king in archives. After centuries of collecting, it continues flowing 
into repositories in vast quantities. Forde does not neglect paper and, in fact, has an 
excellent overview of its history and manufacture. She notes in one sidebar the increase 
in paper consumption from the sixteenth century to the twentieth. Annual per person 
paper consumption in 1600 was ¼ pound, rising to 130 pounds per person by the 1950s. 
It would be interesting to see what the figures were for the past decade, as we are now 
well into the electronic information era. I would venture to say that the numbers have 
not yet fallen and have likely risen. It is just too easy to print out an electronic docu-
ment, especially for college students, campus sustainability efforts notwithstanding. 
And what about paper permanence? Forde notes that lignin may not be the villain that 
the archival suppliers have made out in their advertising: “Some claim that it [lignin] 
is detrimental to paper permanence. To date, experiments in various parts of the world 
have not clarified the situation.” Archivists’ natural inclination is to buy the best for 
the collections in their care, but perhaps we can now consider lignin as secondary to 
pH in selecting archival enclosures and purchase supplies accordingly.

Temperature, relative humidity, light, and pollution are the four main factors affect-
ing the long-term stability of archival materials. Controlling them is the best way to 
slow further deterioration of the medium, and none will require a conservation lab. 
Temperature and relative humidity are controlled with a good HVAC system. (Forde, 
with an obvious northern European perspective, notes that air conditioning is some-
thing that “many archives can manage without.” Not many archives in the United 
States could agree, however.) Archival enclosures control contamination by light 
and pollution. Even with the recognition that enclosures hold in out-gassing from the 
archival media, Forde notes that the environment inside the box has been shown to be 
less polluted than the air outside the container. 
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Forde writes that “buildings are the first line of defense to insure the survival of 
archival materials.” Most archivists do not get the opportunity to design their own 
facilities and have to get by with less than ideal circumstances. Nevertheless, her dis-
cussions of proper archives facilities, including their physical layouts, can be useful for 
remodeling or even reassessment of current situations. With all of our griping about 
inadequate conditions, I doubt that many of us are forced to keep records next to the 
gunpowder storage where British records were kept for over 250 years! For those who 
have to move an archives, her tips on how to go about that process will be helpful. 
She notes that it is best to use archives staff in the process since they have a stake in 
a successful outcome. Shrink-wrapping pallets of boxed records prior to moving is 
an idea taken from industry. It holds like-materials together and prevents the damage 
and misplacement of containers.

Disaster planning is often reduced to “operation hope-not” by most archives, Forde 
quips. This is all too true. Of all library and archives goals, disaster planning is probably 
the one that is least-often achieved. To be successful in writing a disaster preparedness 
plan, support from an institution’s senior staff is essential. Among the many parts of 
a plan is the need for space to conduct recovery activities. A location for staff to rest 
and for the staging of triaged materials is also important. As Forde writes, it will not 
be possible to return to the status quo following a disaster, so proper planning can 
mitigate the inevitable damage. 

A broad range of topics, bullet-pointed lists, and the sidebars make Preserving 
Archives an interesting and enjoyable book for archivists at all levels of experience. 
While there is more detailed information to be found in longer, more specialized ar-
chival reference works, I do not think that there is a better one-volume general tool for 
archivists than this installment in the Facet Publishing archives series. Most repositories 
could make good use of Preserving Archives.

Wesley W. Wilson
Coordinator of Archives and Special Collections

DePauw University Archives
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